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Visit us for your next 
Vacation or Get-Away!
Four Rooms Complete 
with Private Hot Tubs 

& Outdoor Patios

OPEN
ALL 

YEAR!

Three Rooms at $80
One Suite at $120

www.bucciavineyard.com

JOIN US FOR LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT ALL 

WEEKEND!
Appetizers & Full Entree 

Menu
See Back Cover For Full Info

www.grandrivercellars.com

Live Entertainment Fridays & Saturdays!

www.debonne.com
See Back Cover For Full Info

4573 Rt. 307 East, Harpersfi eld, Ohio
440.415.0661

Sun-Thurs 12-6

Live Music Weekends

Winery Open daily at Noon 
Year Round
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Connect 534 was designed around 
creating and marketing new events 
along State Route 534; The City of 

Geneva, Geneva Township, Geneva-
on-the-Lake, and Harpersfield 

Township. Connect 534 is working 
hard to promote local businesses and 

involve the community in new and 
revitalized events and programs.

Fall Savings Brochure
Connect 534 is hosting a brochure

 full of specials from businesses 
along St. Rt. 534! 

Check our website for more information! 
www.connect534.com
or contact: Sarah Bals

email:Sarah@Connect534.com
(440)466-0019

Fundraiser
October 17 & 18

12:00-6:00pm

Visit our website for more info.

Pick up your passport at your 
first stop of choice. The cost 

is $4 per person at each 
location, and you will receive 

2 wine samples, a light 
appetizer, and a 

brief story on their quilt. 
A portion of proceeds will go 
towards the Barn Quilts of 

Ashtabula County for future 
quilts and upkeep of existing.

OLD FIREHOUSE WINERY
DEBONNE VINEYARDS

GRAND RIVER CELLARS
THE WINERY AT SPRING HILL

PARINGS OHIO’S WINE &
CULINARY EXPERIENCE

Fall Events Begin in Ohio Wine Country

Join Ferrante Winery & Ristorante` for Trolley Tour & Cavatelli Dinner 
Sunday October 11th Tours at 1pm, 2pm, 3pm, & 4pm 
        Your afternoon begins with an educational tour to a select number of Ashtabula County’s 
historic covered bridges. After the tour guests will be served a Cavatelli Dinner at the Winery! 
Adult $25 Children 10 & Under $18 Plus Tax and Gratuity (Beverage Not Included)
Contact Alyssa to Make Your Reservation or For More Information (440) 466-8466 alyssa@
ferrantewinery.com *All tickets are non-refundable 

October Field to Fork Wine Country Progressive Dinner
Friday, October 9; Event starts at 6:30pm
A Progressive Food & Wine Tasting Event
        The evening begins at 6:30 p.m. at Grand River Cellars with a sharp cheddar grilled 
cheese sandwich with caramelized onion and apple appetizer followed by a fall harvest maple 
vinaigrette salad with roasted squash, candied pumpkin seeds, feta cheese; then on to Debonné 
Vineyards for the main entrée of bourbon maple pork loin with a savory sweet potato and 
roasted brussels sprouts; fi nish with dessert from Gartman Bakery (Painesville) at South River 
Vineyards Wines will be paired with each course. 
       This is a prepaid, reservation only, non-refundable ticket event. Seating is very limited 
and will sell out early. Call Debonne Vineyards at 440-466-3485 for reservations! Event price 
is $49.50 pp (includes tax and gratuity). For future Field to Fork Dinners and other upcoming 
events see their ad on the back cover or visit www.debonne.com 

2 House 2 River Wine and Food Tour
        Join Pairings and Benno Vita Wine Tours on Saturday, October 24th visiting 4 local 
wineries and ending with a fabulous meal at the Chef’s Table at Pairings by Chef Michael Lorah 
in the open kitchen.
       The afternoon begins with a tour of 4 local wineries. The shuttle will leave Pairings 
promptly at 12:00 p.m. Wine will be available for purchase at each stop.
       Reception period upon return to Pairings with light fare and an opportunity to explore 
the wine portfolio. You will be seated at the Chef’s Table which offers the perfect setting 
for a one-of-a-kind dining experience where you will enjoy interactive dining while Chef 
Michael prepares a special meal for you in Pairings open kitchen.
Please arrive 15 minutes prior to the shuttle departure time.
       Your tickets include the shuttle to and from the wineries and dinner at a cost of $50 per 
person.
October 24th: The Lakehouse Winery, Old Firehouse Winery, Grand River Cellars and South 
River Vineyard
*Accommodations are subject to availability and must be reserved in advance by registering on 
our website or contacting reservations at (440) 361-2222. Must be 21+ years to attend. Limited 
to 14 guests.
Venue: Pairings, Ohio’s Wine & Culinary Experience 50 Park Street, Geneva, Ohio, 44041
Venue Phone: 440-361-2222

Ohio Wine Producers Association (OWPA) Tastemaster Training Session 
        The OWPA tastemasters are a wonderful group of certifi ed 
volunteers who help pour wines at various Ohio Wine events. 
Become a tastemaster on October 10th 10am- 12pm! After you are 
certifi ed you will be invited to volunteer at each of our Ohio wine 
events, in return we thank those who volunteer at events with special 
rewards for tastemasters. To sign up or for more info email: info2@
ohiowines.org or call 800-227-6972
The Tastemaster training takes place at Pairings Wine & Culinary 
50 Park St. Geneva, Oh 44041 

18th Annual

X

V

l
v

For the Earth
November 4, 2015, 

6pm-10pm 
smARTspace at  

78th Street Studios 
(1300 W. 78th St. Cleveland, 

OH 44102)

Hope & Stanley  
Adelstein

Join us for an enchanted 
evening of food from local 

restaurants, music featuring 
members of the world-famous 
Cleveland Orchestra, and art in 

Gourmet Reception

World-Class Music
Live Auction & Raffle

Art Galleries

TICKETS:
Call (216) 281-6468  

or go to 
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We would like to thank all of our sponsors and
encourage our readers to patronize the fi ne

businesses appearing in the North Coast VOICE.
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10/9 • 8-11pm
Coyotes Rt 422 & Rt 306
Chagrin Falls • Tanglewood Sq, Plaza 
 
10/10 • 6:30 to 9:30pm
Mocha House • Warren, OH
 
10/15 • 6-9pm
Chocolate Fest • Packard Music Hall
Warren, OH
 
10/16 • 7-9pm
Knockin Noggin Winery & Cidery
600 Main St • Volant, PA
 
10/17 • 9am-1pm
Howland Farmers Mkt.
Gazebo across from Giant Eagle Plaza
E. Market St. •  Howland, OH
 
10/17 • 7-10pm
Evening at Sunrise Inn
510 E. Market St. • Warren, OH
Take II 's 20th Anniversary Celebration! 
 
10/18 • 2:30-5:30pm 
Winery At Spring Hill  Geneva, OH

TA   E IIK
Playing 50-60-70's

Favorites and Much More

For booking call Ellie
330-770-5613

www.takeii.com
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •COME
DANCE!

Entertainment

DISC
JOCKEY

440-313-4801
trenda@TrendaRocks.com

TrendaRocks.com

DJ/Emcee, Trenda Jones
now booking Summer & Fall

Events • Private • Parties • Clubs

Emcee • Bands
Production
Multimedia

OLDIES
     DANCE
          CLASSIC ROCK
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By Don Perry

For full schedule
DonPerrySaxman.com

DON PERRY

FACE VALUE

Old Mill Winery

 
FACE VALUE DUO

Ferrante Winery

 
SOLO

Sweetest Day!          
Martini's Restaurant

BLU Jazz+ Celebrates 1
st

 Anniversary
       Poised to celebrate their 1 year anniversary this month, BLU Jazz+ in downtown Akron has helped to 
revitalize Akron’s jazz scene.
        Conveniently situated in the heart of the Akron Historic Arts District, BLU Jazz+ is Northeast Ohio’s new 
premier destination for live jazz, fi ne food, spirits and much more.
       In addition to being a stunning new live music venue, BLU Jazz+ is also a photography gallery and even a 
comedy club. Located at 47 E. Market Street in downtown Akron, Ohio, the club has been designed and crafted from the ground up with the 
presentation of live jazz in mind.
        Started by a group of jazz lovers — Tom Strauss, Mike Wyatt and Tony Troppe — BLU Jazz+ opened in October of 2014. Bringing the 
succulent tones of jazz to the historic arts district of downtown, the same lively neighborhood as the Akron Art Museum, The Nightlight Cinema, 
Musica concert club and Crave restaurant, BLU is a sophisticated venue for live jazz, be it local, regional or national.

To uphold their vision of creating an upscale, yet accessible destination with a uniquely metropolitan vibe, BLU Jazz+ caters to its patrons by 
providing:
*A relaxing atmosphere for light socialization and the presentation of quality live    jazz.
*Chef-inspired menu of exquisite entrées & small plate specialties.
*Full-service bar, boasting premium liquors, signature cocktails, and inspired wine and beer selections.
*State-of-the art stage, sound & lighting
*Jazz photography & memorabilia gallery

       Located in the Hermes Building, which was built of local sandstone and brick in the 1870’s, BLU Jazz+ offers the style and sophistication of 
a modern venue, while preserving that distinct character and charm that a jazz club deserves.  The club has a “retro” mid-century modern feel and 
captures the intimacy of the famous New York City jazz clubs.
       BLU Jazz+ is open weekly, Wednesday & Thursday (6pm-midnight) and Friday & Saturday (6pm-1:30am) with live music nightly and is 
easily accessible via Route 8, I-77, & I-76 with on-street, garage, and valet parking services available.

Art Gallery
       Over the past weekend, BLU Jazz+ and photographer, Cindy Nichols, teamed up 
to present “Through the Lens”: Milestone Moments at BLU, a curated collection of 
photographs which Nichols has captured since the opening of BLU Jazz+ in October 
2014. The images captured by Nichols are now appearing at BLU Jazz+ and will be on 
display during this anniversary month.  The opening was accompanied by a sold-out 
performance by local jazz guitarist Dan Wilson.
        The gallery boasts full color and black & white photographs from many of the 
marquee events which have been presented at BLU Jazz+ throughout its fi rst year and 
are available for purchase in two sizes: 8×10 and 11×14 with mats included. 
Among the performers featured in the gallery are Joey DeFrancesco, Delfeayo Marsalis, 
Ken Peplowski, Elan Trotman, Tony Monaco, Fareed Haque, Becca Stevens, Gerald 
Clayton, Jamey Haddad, Peter & Will Anderson, Ernie Krivda, Dan Wilson, Dominick 
Farinacci & many more.
      Visit BLU Jazz+ during an upcoming show to enjoy the photo gallery and purchase your favorite prints – they make wonderful keepsakes and 
gifts for fellow jazz lovers!

Comedy Club
       “Cure for the BLU’s” brings comedy night to the downtown jazz club, allowing patrons an elegant atmosphere to enjoy fi rst-rate comedians 
from Northeast Ohio and around the country, performing in a club with a cool, upscale vibe and a convenient downtown location. This new late-
night comedy series, aptly tagged “Cure for the BLUs,” takes place every Saturday night at 11:30 p.m. at BLU Jazz+. 
       The opening of BLU Jazz+ last October proved that Akron was craving a venue for live jazz of many fl avors.  Second only to LeBron James’ 
return, Akronlife Magazine has named BLU Jazz+ “Best Thing to Happen to Akron” this year!
       Looking for an experience that is beyond the norm?  Head down to BLU Jazz+. “The acronym is BeLowU, and the idea is to create a cool 
“speak easy” that you need to go down/get down into a cool groovy place to get into that chill space of mind to really appreciate the genre of a 
true American art form,” says Tony Troppe.
       BLU Jazz+ has brought Akron’s jazz tradition back to vibrant life, with an amazing line-up of regional and national musicians, an impressive 
art gallery and a late-night comedy club, all under one roof.
  Visit www.blujazzakron.com for more information about Akron’s hot, new jazz showplace, BLU Jazz+.

TourS

Covered Bridges,
Amish Country, Outlet Mall Shopping

and Other Destinations Available

14 Passenger Bus
and 7 Passenger SUV
available for tours of
the Northeast Ohio region.

Nancy Hamper
Barrels & Bridges Tours

440-488-6250
BarrelsAndBridgesTours.com

Tour the
wineries of
Geneva and
The Grand
River Valley
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By Donniella Winchell

Buccia
 Vineyard

www.bucciavineyard.com

Winery, Bed & Breakfast

Open10am-6pm Mon-Thurs
later on Friday & Saturday • Closed Sunday

518 Gore Rd. • Conneaut
440-593-5976

Taking
reservations

for
Fall

B&B
Hot Tub
Rooms!

Come and enjoy a
bonfire on Friday
& Saturday.
Smores available!
A very relaxed winery.

Enjoy a glass of wine while traveling
the Covered Bridge Tour

 Mon-Thur. Fri 5pm-12am
Saturday 12pm - 12am

Come Enjoy the Music!

(440) 964-9993

Sat. Oct. 10
Lyle Heath

8 -10pm
 

Sat. Oct. 17: TBA
 

Sat. Oct. 24
Take II

8-10pm
Halloween Party

DEER’S LEAP WINERY

Steak & Seafood
Restaurant

Full Bar • Large Selection
of Domestic, Imported

& Craft Beer

1520 Harpersfield Road
 Geneva • 440-466-1248

www.deersleapwine.com

Fri. Oct. 9 Tom Todd
Sat. Oct. 10 Lost Sheep Band
Fri. Oct. 16 Legacy Duo
Sat. Oct 17 Sam & Gary

Open 7-Days-a-Week 
for Lunch & Dinner

Fall Specials at the Winery!

MONDAY: Taco Night
TUESDAY: $2.00 off Any Burger
WEDNESDAY: Wing Night
       Buy 1 lb. Wings, Get 1 lb. Free!
THURSDAY: Pasta Bar!
FRIDAY: AUCE Fish Fry
         Cole Slaw & French Fries $7.99
SATURDAY: Prime Rib Night $14.99
SUNDAY: BBQ $5.99 

’S EEEEAAAAAAPPPPP NIN

SSSSttenn

Open 7-Da

Live Bands
Fri & Sat! 

Come watch your team our Big screen TVs!

JOIN US ON
FRIDAYS FOR
HAPPY HOUR 3-7
(FREE HOMEMADE CHIPS)

A harvest story
        After two terrible Polar Vortex winters, while the 2015 crop will be much smaller than 
normal, our vintners will have SOME grapes with which to work.  Picking will be more 
arduous than most since the fruit which survived is all very close to the ground and nearly all 
will be hand harvested…….  BUT since each vine must only put its energy into a very 
small crop load, the chances for some really lovely [albeit less than normal quantity] 
wines to emerge over the coming months.  
       So the Polar Votex notwithstanding, it IS harvest time in the vineyards of the Grand 
River Valley and Conneaut Creek regions. 
       During this time of year, thousands fl ock to Ohio’s premier wine country. This is 
the place where more than 65% of Ohio’s wine grapes are grown…and when medals are 
awarded in major national competitions, the fruit in those fi nished wines often comes from 
these viticultural districts.  It is the season when vintners begin the hard work which will 
ultimately result in those award winning vintages.  So for those ‘becoming connoisseurs, 
below are some terms to help you understand the magic that is happening now in our vineyards 
and cellars. 

      The Crush is a vintner’s umbrella term to describe all of the activity which goes on as 
grapes are brought into the winery to be converted to juice, then ultimately into fi ne wine.
       Veraison is the word which describes the just-before-harvest-coloration of the individual 
berries which turn from green to purple, pink or even black, depending on the variety in the 
fi eld. 
      Crusher-destemmer is a piece of equipment used to crush the grapes and separate the 
stems from the fruit. 
      The Must is the slurry of liquid which comes out of the crusher-destemmer and goes either 
to the open air fermentation vats or the winepress. It is a mixture of berry pulp, skins and seeds.
      A wine press is the piece of equipment which uses an interior bladder or a rotating screw 
mechanism to extract the juice and separate it from the seeds and skins.
      Free run is the fi rst juice which naturally drips out of the winepress before any pressure is 
put on the crushed fruit.  Often this is collected by the winemaker to produce a ‘reserve’ version 
of a wine from that variety.  
      A cake is what is left [seeds, skins and some time stems] inside the wine press after all the 
juice has been extracted.
      Fermentation is the process of converting natural sugars in wine to alcohol, carbon dioxide 
and heat [the later two are thrown off and controlled by the winemaker via various techniques] 
through the action of carefully selected yeast strains. 
      Fermentation vat is a large container, often open-air and usually holding a ton of red 
grapes or more.  It is used to begin the fermentation process, but in the process, colors are 
extracted from the skins of red grapes.  [White grapes on the other hand, are NOT exposed to 
this open-air technique as exposure oxygen would discolor the white juice much as a peeled 
apple browns on a counter top in your kitchen.] 
      A cap is a somewhat crusty, frothy looking collection of residue which rises to the top of an 
open fermentation vat.  It smells quite unpleasant, but looks a bit like a pretty grape sundae. 
      Fermentation lock is a small piece of equipment which looks somewhat like a drain trap.  
It is placed atop a barrel or tank to allow the heat and carbon dioxide to escape and yet keeps 
oxygen and the ever present fruit fl ies from getting into the fermenting wine. 
      Carbonic maceration is a term that can make an ingénue sound like a connoisseur in 
mixed company.  It is a process where the winemaker uses whole bunches of red grapes, usually 
un-crushed and with the stems in place, to begin the primary fermentation.
      Jacketed-tank is a double walled stainless steel tank used primarily for the fermentation 
of white juice.  Between the walls, a cooling agent [often glycol] is pumped to control the 
heat emitted.  And the closed tank [with the ‘lock’ atop] keeps oxygen away from the delicate 
whites. 
     Once the juice is safely in tanks or barrels, a vintner has much work ahead, but without a 
good start during the CRUSH great wine would not emerge.

For additional information:  dwinchell@ohiowines.org
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Happy Birthday to our Daughters Amy & Sara!

www.theoldmillwinery.com

Geneva
440.466.5560 Kitchen HoursWinery Hours

Mon-Thurs: 3-9pm
Fri: 3-Midnight
Sat: Noon-Midnight
Sun: Noon-9pm

Fri & Sat: 7-11 Sunday Open Mic  4:30-7:30

& RESTAURANT

Mon-Thur: 4-8pm
Fri: 4-10pm
Sat: Noon-10pm
Sun: Noon-8pm

Sweetest Day
Oct. 16th & 17th!

October Beer of the Month:
Great Lakes Burning River
Burger of the Month

The Oktoberfest
Pizza of the Month

The Clammer

Open 7 Days-a-Week thru October!

NEW WEEKDAY SPECIALS
8 meals under $8

Join us for book signing by our very own

as he debuts his cookbook!

 

Hours:  
Wed, & Thurs 12-6pm 

Fri 12-10pm  
Sat & Sun 12-9pm 

 

636 Route 534 South 
Harpersfield, Ohio 44041 

440-361-4573 

www.kosicekvineyards.com 
 

See our ad in the Winery Guide on 
Page 2 for our  

Entertainment Schedule 

Fall hours
Monday - Thursday 12-6, 

Friday 12-10,
Saturday 12-9, Sunday 12-7
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By Cat Lilly

“On to Memphis”
2015 Blues Challenge Winners
       The 7th Annual “On to Memphis” Blues Challenge, presented 

by the Cleveland Blues Society, was held on 
Sunday, September 13th, and was a thoroughly 
enjoyable afternoon for everyone who attended, 
showcasing some of the area’s best talent in a 
format that ran the gamut from traditional to 

blues rock and R&B. Each of the competitors 
was allotted a twenty-minute set in which they 

hoped to impress the judges and earn a spot to 
compete in the International Blues Challenge held 
in Memphis during the last week of January 2016, 
in which blues artists come from all over the world 
to compete for cash prizes and industry recognition. 
Acts fi ll the clubs up and down Beale Street for 
the quarter-fi nals on Wednesday and Thursday, the 
semi-fi nals on Friday, and the fi nals are held at the 
Orpheum Theater on Saturday. 
                Cleveland’s competition, held at Agostino’s 
Ridge Manor Banquet Center in Brooklyn, began with 
the SOLO/DUO competition. Kicking it off - Blues 
Meets Girl, a fi tting name for Steev Inglish (aka Mr. 
Downchild) and Kasimira Vogel. Steev has long been 
a well-respected purveyor of the blues, both locally 
and nationally, and his recent pairing with Kassy adds 
another dimension. With Steev on guitar, harmonica, 
and stompbox, and Kassy on vocals and tambourine, 
these two set the tone with originals like “Shoe String 

Boogie” and “Oh Baby”. Their interaction onstage was 
relaxed and easy, possibly refl ecting their new-found 
personal relationship.  

         Dan Holt was up next, playing a Resonator and a mean 
slide guitar. Dan spent fi ve years on the road as half of the 

blues duo Five Believers. 
He embarked on a solo 
career in 1997, and has 
just released his ninth 
solo album “Pleasure and 
Pain”. He describes his style as “surreal folk 
blues…..the blues as tradition but not traditional 
blues” and says “The blues is alive and can sing while 
it’s walking.” Performing original material is encouraged 
in the competition, and Dan did not disappoint; his set 
consisted entirely of his own compositions, some inspired 
by an all-night drive through the mountains of West 
Virginia.   
          Next up – Skip Werke (Tom Chernitsky), who 

credits his love of the blues to a show he attended as a teenager. That performance by blues 
legends Brownie McGee and Sonny Terry inspired him to develop a country blues acoustic 
style that has served him well. Skip demonstrated his fast-paced guitar style with open tuning 
slide play, while using a home-made stomp box to add thumping percussion. A highlight of his 
set was the self-penned “Jesus Loved the Poor, Do You?”, an original with a moving message. 
          WINNERS OF SOLO/DUO: The acoustic/electric duo Blues Chronicles, formed in 
2011 by Reese Black Germany (vocal 
and harp) and Al Moses (guitar), were 
the last to perform in this category. 
They pretty much knocked it out of 
the ball park with their no-nonsense, 
versatile approach. They offered 
up a little bit of everything in their 
well-paced set, which started off with 
“Lift Up Every Stone (John Hiatt), 
and included two originals, “Night 
Shift Blues” and “Six More Hours”. 
The highlight for me was their take 
on the old Jimmy Cox/Bessie Smith 
standard, “Nobody Knows You When 
You’re Down and Out”, which dates 
all the way back to 1929. They wrapped up the set with Tom Waits’ “Way Down in the Hole”, 
while Reese dropped the mike and jumped off the stage, weaving his way through the hand-
clapping crowd, and proving that big things come in small packages.  
          Reese Black Germany comes from Baton Rouge, Louisiana and has been playing the 
harp for over twenty years. He got his chops playing at various jam nights in the Cleveland 
area, sitting in with some of the city’s best local musicians. Reese started hosting a local 
jam night and soon after became the front man for Blues on Fire. He can be seen regularly 
performing in the Cleveland area.
          Al Moses is has been playing in the area for the past thirty years. He is a founding 
member of Moko Bovo and KMOB. He plays guitar for several area bands, including the 
world percussion troupe, Drumplay, and has appeared on many studio recordings. His guitar 
infl uences include jazz, fusion and blues and it appears he has mastered them all. But we 
especially love when he plays that bottleneck slide guitar with a beer bottle! 
          Blues Chronicles has a style that refl ects their infl uences of Delta, Piedmont, Memphis, 
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~Continued on Page 10

and Chicago blues. Blues Chronicles preserves the old sound while adding a modern twist. They 
educate as well as entertain, with anecdotes, and bits and pieces of information about each of 
the songs or composers, a nice touch, as true blues fans are always interested in the roots of the 
genre. Kudos and congrats to Blues Chronicles! 
          After a well-deserved break for the judges, the BAND competition started out with a bang 
as the Jeff Fetterman Band took the stage. The band hails from Bradford, Pa. and has made 
quite a name for themselves playing 
around their home state and beyond. 
Their blues/rock style is heavily 
infl uenced by Hendrix and Stevie Ray 
Vaughn, evidenced by Fetterman’s 
scorching guitar solo on “Stormy 
Monday”. These guys can also really 
“funk it up”, as they did with “Funky 
Candy in My Pocket”. All four 
members pull their weight onstage, and 
bass player Ralph Reitinger, who has 
toured with artists Harper and Anthony 
Gnomes, has the best “head bob” in 
the business. Judy Kessler provides 
background vocals and hand-held percussion (along with eye candy) and she is more than 
adequate in all departments. John McGuire was the original drummer for Americana band Big 
Leg Emma, so he is no stranger to the big stage. The band has opened for Ana Popovic, Chris 
Duarte, and Kenny Wayne Shepherd, which Jeff considers the opportunity of a lifetime.   
          The Sam Hooper Group is a class act, from their fl awless attire to the way they conduct 
themselves onstage. Sam is originally from Cleveland, is now well established on the Boston 
music scene, and has toured Asia and Scandinavia. His soulful vocal style is reminiscent of Otis 
Redding or Robert Cray, and his songs have been featured on daytime TV (All My Children) 
and in commercials and feature fi lms. Derek James on bass is the music director for Cleveland’s 
Horns and Things, and he can really slap that thing! Sakait Baksar has shared the stage with 
Sam & Dave and the Average White Band, and his keyboard solo was a defi nite highlight of this 
band’s set. Benjamin Wallace on drums (astounding work on the high hat) rounds out the group. 
These seasoned professionals delivered a set that was fl uid, diverse, and tight as a drum.    
WINNERS OF BAND category: The Park Brothers took their name from the two venues where 
they honed their skills and earned their chops. The Parkview Nite Club and Brothers Lounge 
have long been havens for blues lovers. The two bars are known for the best blues jams in town, 
hosted by the amazing Bad Boys of Blues. It is here that the old met the new when four young 
men with an affi nity for the blues started to attend and then jam at the sessions. Inspired by the 
stellar musicianship of Michael Bay, Mike Barrick, and Jim Wall, these young men formed their 
own blues band and are taking the area by storm.  
          The Park Brothers actually performed second in the band competition, but I saved the 
best for last. When Jarred Goldweber (harmonica/vocals), Gavin Coe (guitar/vocals), Tad Van 

Nostran (bass/vocals), and 
Joe Czekaj(drums) took the 
stage, they presented us with 
a set that was sheer perfection 
from start to fi nish. With the 
professionalism of veteran blues 
players, they breezed through 
a well-thought-out set that 
showcased their individual skills 
and delighted the audience. 

          In a competition such as this, 
song selection can mean 
everything, and this band could 
not have done any better at 

picking their songs. (Kudos to Gavin, who put together the set list!) They covered the classic 
“Catfi sh Blues” as well as “Wine Spo-de-o-de”, a major hit for Jerry Lee Lewis, and Paul 

Mitch 216-513-0529
Jennifer 440-463-3951

For future shows and
booking opportunities visit

www.facebook.com/
evergreen.acoustic.music

EVERGREEN
is temporarily

down for repair.
Hope to see you

later this Fall!

Just
LIKE

That!

Featuring:
Scott Treen, Chuck Ditri

& Gary Slovensky

ACOUSTIC POWER TRIO!

Friday
Oct. 30th 

CK's Lounge
@ Quail Hollow
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GRAND RIVER
MANOROPEN

DAILY
INCLUDING
HOLIDAYS!

1153 Mechanicsville Rd.

www.grandrivermanor.com
ATM

NETWORK Mastercard
®

®VISA

Watch NASCAR & BROWNS
on Our Big Screens!

Tuesday Wing Night
40¢JUMBO Wings & 45¢ BONELESS Wings
Open Mic with Jimmy & Friends 6:30

A
LL

 R
O

AD

S & TRAILS LEAD TO THE  

FOOD & DRINK
SPECIALS!

Queen of Hearts Drawing - Fridays at 8pm.  100% Winnings if Present!

PARTY ROOM AVAILABLE FOR ALL OCCASIONS!

Sat. October 10th
Covered Bridge Motorcycle Run
Pancake & Sausage Breakfast 9am to all Riders.

Bikes out at Noon - in at 5pm for Dinner & Drawings.

Music by Maxx Damage Band!

Butterfi eld’s “Two Trains”, but they made these tunes all their own with subtleties and nuances 
of tempo, dynamics, and arrangement, and they managed to do it while still paying respect to the 
originals. On Gavin’s  original tune, “Eighteen”, the band broke it way down to a near silence at 
one point, and then picked it up to a full tilt boogie without missing a beat. They went smoothly 
from song to song, ending their set with J. Geils’ “Whammer Jammer”, the perfect choice for a 
closer. The excitement in the crowd was electric, and Magic Dick would be proud! 
          All four members of this band are excellent players, ripping off amazing solos with 
ease. All four started playing at a young age; bassist Tad Van Nostran, whose parents were 
both professional musicians, was a child prodigy by age fi ve. He plays piano and trombone in 
addition to the bass, and is currently taking lessons from Mike Barrick. Gavin studies guitar with 
Michael Bay, and is the songwriter in the group. Jarred, Gavin, and Tad are just nineteen years 
old. Gavin and Tad went to school together in North Ridgeville and started a classic rock band, 
Triple Threat, before turning to the blues. Joe is the senior member of the group – at age 25, he 
had an established career for about fi ve years on the death metal scene and in the studio, and 
then began dabbling in the blues.          
           At thirteen, Jarred Goldweber attended a local arts camp sponsored by the Cleveland 
Foundation; there he was introduced to the harmonica. The camp (now de-funded) was an 
amazing gift and inspired his musical career. He was born with perfect pitch and a congenital 
defect – he is missing two fi ngers on his right hand, which made it diffi cult to play other 
instruments, but on the harmonica, it does not hinder him at all!  
          He began attending local jam nights and met such Cleveland greats as Wallace Coleman, 
Vernon Jones and the Blues Cartel, Frankie Starr, and Crazy Marvin Braxton, who took him 
under their wing, giving him the opportunity to do what he loves, all the while attending high 
school and maintaining a great GPA at Benedictine High School. 
          He has since risen in the ranks as one of the most talented and sought out harmonica 
musicians in town. His sound is reminiscent of Little Walter or Sonny Boy Williamson but 
he has developed a soulful style all his own. His perseverance and skill have earned him the 
reputation of being a technical harmonica player, and he represented Cleveland as the Youth 
Grant recipient for the International Society for the Preservation of Harmonica (SPAH). In 2014 
he was granted a scholarship from the International Blues Society, and in 2015 he was selected 
to be an instructor at the International Harmonica Convention in Denver, where he rubbed 
elbows with the likes of Magic Dick, Kim Wilson, and Jason Ricci. He recently performed with 
Johnny Riley at Ground Zero in Clarksdale, Mississippi and he has been to the crossroads!  
          Jarred met Gavin, Tad, and Joe at the Parkview and Brothers jams about three years ago 
and they immediately formed a bond. Although he had been sitting in with Cleveland’s blues 
royalty for years, he was overjoyed to connect with musicians his own age. He says, “I am really 
excited about our future and I feel that this is the band that I can really go places with!”    
          When they were announced as the winners, the band collectively thanked  Michael Bay, 
Mike Barrick, and Jim Wall, their mentors, as well as tipping their hat to the Parkview and 
Brothers Lounge, their two favorite haunts. Jarred thanked his mom for all her support. Dressed 
in black and white suits, humble and gracious, these four looked and acted like true bluesmen.
          The Park Brothers perform at many non- profi t events and work with non- profi t agencies 
to give back to the community. The four members of this blues rock quartet are truly nice guys; 
they recently played the Rock-n-Ride Against Dementia event, and will perform at the Second 
Annual Musical Jam Against Domestic Violence at the Beachland Ballroom on October 18th. 
          Congratulations to our regional Blues Challenge winners and the best of luck to Blues 
Chronicles and Park Brothers down in Memphis!!!  Fundraisers will be held for the winners 
to help offset the cost of traveling to Memphis. Blues Chronicles: Friday October 16 at 
ParkviewNiteclub. Park Brothers: TBA Sunday in mid-November at Brothers Lounge. Cleveland 
Blues Society Fundraiser Jam: Monday, December 14 at Wilbert’s in the Gateway District.

On Friday, October 16th, a fundraiser will be held for the Blues Chronicles at the 
Parkview Nite Club on West 58th in Cleveland. There will be a 50/50 raffl e, silent 
auction, and door prizes. Check the Cleveland Blues Society and individual band 
websites and facebook pages  for other fundraiser dates. There will be several held for 
the winners to help offset the costs of traveling to Memphis.    

Call me at (440) 417-2475 or find me on Facebook 

Jim Ales
Acoustic Fun!

Fri. Oct. 9,  7-10 pm
     Kosicek 
     Vineyard 
 
Sun. Oct. 25,   4:30 -7:30 pm
     Old Mill Winery 
     Open Mic
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By Pete Roche

LYLE
HEATH

"The Versatile and
   Multi- Instrumentalist Musician"

To book contact: 440-381-3736
or name search on

Harassments Bar & Grill
Open mic  • 6pm-9pm

Soon to return on Wednesdays!     

Saturday, October 10th • 8-10pm
Goddess Wine House • Ashtabula

Sunday, October 11th • 2pm-6pm 
Harassments Bar & Grill
Musicians come out!! 

Open mic hosted by myself
Ed Dana & Paul Stough!

Huge Bike Run and Birthday Bash!
Jefferson, Ohio

Sunday, October 11th • 3:30-4:30pm
Covered Bridge Festival

Jefferson, Ohio

Now booking for Fall, Winter and 2016!

All Acces s  Cleveland: The Rock and Roll Photography of Jane t Macoska
        She was shooting the stars of Rock and Roll High School when we were 

fi nishing second grade.  She carved a niche for herself as Cleveland’s go-
to shutterbug—and became so gosh darn good at snapping those coveted 
dream shots that other major markets tried wooing her away.
But Janet Macoska wouldn’t have it. 

       When it comes to capturing iconic images of the stars doing what they do 
best, she’s our girl.  A Cleveland girl.
You’ve seen her images alongside Plain Dealer reviews by Jane Scott, 
Michael Norman, Chuck Yarborough, and Michael Heaton.  You perused 
her portraits while cued outside the Agora on Euclid Avenue.  Or maybe 
you saw Macoska’s more recent work on display at her new base-of-
operations, the “Rocksino” at Hard Rock Northfi eld Park.
Now (fi nally) you can hold some of Janet’s “greatest hits” in your own 
two hands.

       All Access Cleveland: The Rock and Roll Photography of Janet Macoska 
(Cleveland Landmarks Press) is both a visual history of pop music in 
Northeast Ohio and high-gloss celebration of the aggregate output of the 
area’s best-known camerawoman that collects forty years of stunning 
imagery (340 photos) and backstage brouhaha in 150 spellbinding pages.

       Ever catch a World Series of Rock concert at the old stadium?  Remember the campaign to bring the Rock Hall to Cleveland in the early ‘80s 
(or the ground-breaking ceremonies in the ‘90s)?  Were you at one of Michael Stanley’s sold-out shows at Blossom Music Center?  Or one of the 
lucky ones in attendance when Led Zeppelin landed at Richfi eld Coliseum?
       If so, then Macoska’s got a bargain-priced souvenir for your coffee table.  If not, then All Access is your time capsule back to the era when the 
Belkin brothers brought the stars to town and WMMS ruled radio.  And if you can’t remember just how cool the scene was way back, the book 
will jar your musical memories with its gallery of assorted guitar greats, sundry singing sensations, and myriad boy bands and pop princesses.  
They’re all here, frozen in time by Macoska’s lens:  The pioneers and rebels, the poseurs and wannabes, the awesome and the ugly.    
“I took my parents’ Kodak twin-lens refl ex camera from the front closet and started shooting everything,” writes Macoska of her inauspicious 
beginnings.
       If a picture’s worth a thousand words, then Janet’s proofs have spoken volumes.  Still, she supplements her galleries with tales from the 
trenches, backstage banter, and intimate celebrity moments:  There’s Debbie Harry of Blondie clowning around at a vintage shop on Coventry 
Road.  Here’s Peter Gabriel peeking from a closet at the Bond Court Hotel.  There’s Joan Jett straddling a trash can, AC/DC guitarist Angus Young 
dancing on a deli platter, and Devo outside Chili Dog Mac in Akron.
       Macoska writes of her pre-teen years handling fan mail at WHK / WKYC radio (where she captures Sonny & Cher on fi lm), attending a 
“Young Reporters Club,” and doing blasé obits and police blotters for The Commuter at Tri-C.  Tasked with interviewing someone for a college 
class, Janet wrangled a chat with the king of interviews himself—Monday Night 
Football’s Howard Cosell—at the Marriott on W. 150th.   So not only did she get the job 
done, but she learned a thing or two from the master in the process.  A trip to England in 
1977 found her joining Alex Harvey and “the clan” of British rock photographers, whose 
networking tips proved invaluable.
“It was all a bit of a whirlwind,” she refl ects.  “No one told me what I could or couldn’t 
do.” 
      Other serendipities (and favors returned) sent Janet to Cleveland Stadium with Joe 
Walsh and Barnstorm, at the Allen Theatre with Genesis, at Richfi eld Coliseum for The 
Who and Led Zeppelin, and Music Hall for a little War with those Irish upstarts in U2.  
There’s Freddie Mercury of Queen in a unitard; there’s Jimmy Page’s double-neck guitar 
(and Robert Plant proffering an infl atable blimp like a phallus).
      We dug the shots of Van Halen (1978-86), Cheap Trick (1977-2012), Bruce 
Springsteen (1975-2010), Fleetwood Mac (1977), Kiss, The Cars, The Kinks, The Dead 
Boys, Eric Clapton, and Aerosmith.  But the book has special sections for logging Agora memories (Pere Ubu, Paul Simon, Todd Rundgren), 
reliving the halcyon days at Swingo’s on E. 14th, and retracing the rise of Steve Popovich’s Cleveland International Records (with Meat Loaf and 
Ian Hunter).  
       As you might imagine, it’s not just a boys club:  Plenty of ink is dedicated to the ladies, too (Chrissie Hynde, Tina Turner, Cyndi Lauper, 

Contact Info:
Facebook: OnceAgainOhio

Phone: 440-796-6803

Sat. Oct. 24
Benefit for Aging

Novelty

Tuesdays
Oct. 27 & Nov. 24

Sneaky Pete's
Eastlake

Sat. Dec. 5
Jackie’s Sports Bar & Grill

Painesville
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You don’t have to leave your dogs
kennelled or alone while you’re away,

they can stay with me!

Call Linde at

440-951-2468

PUPPY RAISER,
Leader Dogs for the Blind

PUPPIES
& SENIORS
WELCOME!

Aretha Franklin, Annie Lennox, etc.).  
“I’m a rock fan, just like you,” writes Janet.  
“I succeed as an artist when my photos capture the energy and spirit of rock and roll in a 
sixtieth-of-a-second.”
       Some of that artistry has wound up in the most awesome—and unlikely—of places:  
Macoska’s iconic image of Paul McCartney now hangs alongside Annie Leibovitz’ shot of John 
Lennon at the National Portrait Gallery.  Other pictures have been used on television and in 
major magazines.  Others still were circulated around the globe vis-à-vis their use at Hard Rock 
restaurants.
       The horror stories about unwilling subjects are just as entertaining as the anecdotes about 
the approachable, cooperative musicians:  Lou Reed gave Janet the middle fi nger; Sting had 
to be prodded on a cold winter’s eve; Rod Stewart mooned Macoska during a shoot for a radio 
contest; and David Bowie (one of her favorites) gave her a tsk-tsk when she violated his strict 
“three songs only” shooting stipulation.  Madonna’s handlers ordered Janet and others to turn 
away and avoid eye contact until Her Worshipfulness was ready for action.
       There are pinups galore from the ‘70s (Peter Frampton, Shaun Cassidy, John Travolta, 
Bee Gees) and sensational snaps from the big-hair‘80s (Duran Duran, Go-Gos, Eddie Money, 
Bon Jovi, Whitney Houston, Whitesnake, and Judas Priest).  And there’s a shot or two from 
Metallica’s “secret” Coffee Break gig at the Odeon in ’97.  
      Some images take on new meaning because the musicians depicted have passed on:  B.B. 
King, George Harrison, Michael Hutchence top Macoska’s heavenly rock ‘n’ roll marquee.
        Janet laments the passing of the free-spirited days of (relatively) unrestricted access and 
cites today’s inhospitable shooting conditions (“Three songs from front-of-house / soundboard, 
then to be escorted from venue”) as one reason for taking on non-musical work in the ‘90s.  The 
rise of bubblegum acts like Britney Spears, N’Sync, and Backstreet Boys only exacerbated time 
limits, copyright rules, and camera presence at live shows.
       Janet was there for Cleveland’s Rock and Roll Hall of Fame rallies in the mid-‘80s (with 
Congresswoman Mary Rose Oakar and Governor Dick Celeste), groundbreaking (with Mayor 
Mike White and Billy Joel), and ribbon-cutting festivities in 1995.  She was also on hand for all 
induction ceremonies occurring in town (2009-2015)—and the book has shots of Ringo Starr, 
Paul McCartney, Slash, Rush, Jimmy Page, Jeff Beck, and Red Hot Chili Peppers to prove it.  
One even shows Janet being “strangled” by shock-rocker Alice Cooper.
Oh, and there’s Yoko Ono (boo) and Jan Wenner (hiss) walking arm-in-arm.
       We appreciate that Macoska’s text is just as warm and inviting as her photography; she 
literally puts herself in the pits with fellow fans.  She appreciates her good fortune and never 
lords her access, privilege, or rock star run-ins over her readers in rub-it-in fashion.  It’s all well-
balanced, too:  For every stolen Frank Sinatra kiss, there’s a whisky bottle bouncing off Janet’s 
head during a chaotic shoot.  
Yowza!
       Hometown heroes make the cut, too: Michael Stanley gets a few pages to himself, and 
late Plain Dealer critic Jane Scott receives special tribute (and a dozen or so shots with her 
hobnobbing with the legends).    
       The layout is compelling, the page fl ow smooth, and the visual Feng shui appropriately 
striking and soothing—but don’t think we didn’t notice the thumbnail with AC/DC bassist Cliff 
Williams misidentifi ed as rhythm guitarist Malcolm Young (Angus’ brother).
Peter Chakerian (Plain Dealer, Yahoo! News, AOL) offers a touching, personal Foreword and 
Introduction wherein he discusses meeting Macoska twenty-fi ve years ago and taking inspiration 
from her can-do attitude. 
       “I was always gob-smacked by her unfl inching photography,” he says.  
“[It’s] more than just a collection of photographs…It captures a distinct moment in time, not 
only of Janet’s highly distinguished career, but of a city that will always be the ‘Home of Rock 
and Roll’ to both of us.”
       Thumbing through All Access, one guesses other readers would likewise borrow from 
Macoska’s M.O. by fearlessly applying themselves to whatever it is they always wanted to do, 
be it picture-taking, candlestick-making—whatever.    
“There are plenty of things to fear in life,” Macoska muses.  “Trying isn’t one of them.”

www.allaccesscle.com 
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5504 Lake Road On the Strip Geneva-on-the-Lake, Ohio (440) 466-7990 

OPEN DAILY 7am-2:30am
Open at 7am for Breakfast and cooking until 11:30pm, fryer

available till 1am. Most items available for take-out, too!

www.HighTideTavern.com
Facebook & BettysBar@HighTideTavern.com

DJ/VJ/KARAOKE EVERY FRI. & SAT. 8 PM-2 AM

Photo-of-the-Month Contest
Submit photos from High Tide or High Tide Events.

Monthly winner gets a gift certificate for A DOZEN WINGS!
Drop off a memory stick, cd, most camera memory cards or email to BettysBar@HighTideTavern.com!

ALL PHOTOS
GO ON OUR

WEBSITE!

Happy Hour Mon-Thurs. 1pm-7pm
$1.50 Domestic Bottles & Well Shots (Holidays Excluded)

OUR SEPTEMBER PHOTO WINNER IS JIM!
SEND US AN EMAIL TO RECEIVE OUR MAILINGS!

FEATURING
DAILY 

SPECIALS

Halloween Crawl
Now through Nov. 1

Adult Hayrides Sat. October 24
2pm-8pm

Come for the Food ... Stay for the Entertainment

6884 North Ridge Road (Rt. 20) • 440.428.9926

BOOK
YOUR

HOLIDAY

PARTY
NOW!

Reservations are highly recommended!
Last 10 shows have sold-out! Tickets are $5

Comedian STEVE SABO
COMEDY NIGHT • Sat. Oct. 10 • 8pm 

A comedy chameleon, Steve adjusts his act to his 
environment. Whether the situation calls for a clean 
show, a dirty show or something in between, he has the 
experience and material to satisfy any crowd. He has 
had the privilege of sharing the stage with comedy 
legends such as Joan Rivers, Chris Rock, Kevin James 
and Tom Green. He has made TV appearances on 
HBO, NBC, E! and Comedy Central.

Clams & Bakes all through October!

BOOKYOURHOLIDAYPARTYNOW!
Congratulations to The North Coast Voice Magazine for winning first place in the Geneva 
Grape Jamboree parade in the Small Novelty Category.  The 1941 red Chevy Coupe is 
owned by Larry Pay (right), driven by Rick Piunno (left), and our own Sage Satori in the 
center holding the trophy.

For something completely different take a Road trip for Halloween!
        Masque of the Red Death Masquerade Party, based on the Edgar Allan Poe short story, 
returns to The Civic Spectacular Halloween celebration returns for a sixth year by popular 
demand.
       The Akron Civic Theatre presents Masque of the Red Death Masquerade Party, a 
Halloween celebration like no other, in a place like no other. Masque of the Red Death is a 
masquerade ball themed loosely around Edgar Allan Poe’s short story of the same name. The 
doors to Prince Prospero’s castle (The Civic) open at 8 PM on Saturday, Oct. 31, 2015. 
       Now in its sixth year, Masque of the Red Death is Akron’s premier Halloween event 
for adults. Each year, hundreds of souls celebrate deep into the night at a most macabre, 

artfully elegant, daring, dramatic and decadent masked 
ball extravaganza at the historic and haunted Akron 

Civic Theatre. The Masque is a voluptuous scene where 
costumes, masks and disguises are in vogue. 
       Prospero’s well-dressed guests will enjoy food, 
drink and revelry as The Help and the Hands perform 
live at 8 PM in the Grand Lobby. Dancing on the Civic 
Theatre stage begins at 9 PM. The theater’s mezzanine 
level will be transformed into a “gypsy trail,” where 
guests can schedule a reading with the psychics.
        Throughout the evening, revelers will encounter 
unexpected artistic “happenings” presented by NEOS 
Dance Theatre, Wandering Aesthetics, magician Bill 

Bishop, balloon artist Mot Buchanon and music 
from The Gage Brothers, and henna tattoo artist 

Nikki Rettman returns along with many other 
performance artists. 
       The Poe story focuses on a masquerade 
ball hosted by Prince Prospero. He and his 
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Rated #1
With Northcoast

Women!

Enjoy Great Savings With “Discount Deals” 
Online: www.mix971FM.com

Today's Best

noble guests have cloistered themselves behind the walls of Prospero’s castle to wait out a 
plague called the Red Death. Despite their efforts, a mysterious masked fi gure appears among 
them, revealed eventually as the Red Death. Each year, the Civic presents a series of clues 
during the Masque that revelers can collect to try to determine who plays the role of the Red 
Death. This year’s game is a scavenger hunt that will lead guests all over the theater for clues to 
fi nd out who the Red Death is. At midnight, the culprit will be revealed on the stage.
      Tickets for the event are $75 and include heavy appetizers catered by Dishes by Design and 
a full bar along with the signature drink, The Mummer. You must be 21 to enter. Tickets are on 
sale now at the Civic Theatre Box Offi ce (330) 253-2488 or Ticketmaster.com. Tickets will also 
be available for purchase at the door. 

House Of Blues Concert Announcements

Bruce in the USA 
December 27 –House of Blues 
General Admission Tickets: $15 On Sale Now
 Bruce In The USA is much more than just another tribute… This high-energy musical 
experience is a note-perfect and visually accurate recreation of a Bruce Springsteen & The E 
St. Band show. Matt Ryan has performed the “Springsteen” character as a cast member of the 
“World Famous” Legends In Concert since the year 2000. For more than a decade, Matt has 
worked as a professional live performance artist in full scale production shows on the Las Vegas 
Strip and around the world. After years of perfecting his craft in thousands of shows, Matt has 
evolved the “Springsteen” character into the national touring show it has become today. 
For More Information Visit: www.bruceintheusa.com 

Chippendales 
Saturday, February 6 –House of Blues 
General Admission Tickets: $25 On Sale Now 
Today, the Chippendales fl agship location hosts millions of women each year at their very own 

theater inside the Rio All-Suite Hotel & Casino in Las Vegas. The $10m complex is decked 
out with a swank retail boutique, sexy bar and lounge where the audience can meet the Men of 
Chippendales and fl irt one-on-one… or two-on-one… 
The award-winning show in Vegas runs seven nights a week, providing a choreographed, yet 
spontaneous, immersive experience. The show consistently ranks as one of the Top shows in 
Vegas by the Las Vegas Review Journal as well as “Best Male Revue” nationally. The touring 
show brings performances to millions of women word-wide, pleasing their thriving fan base. 
Across 6 continents, in over 25 countries and almost every U.S. state, the Chippendales dancers 
bring the party to the people. 
Chippendales have always had their fi nger on the pulse of women’s entertainment and now more 
than ever, that pulse is throbbing. Their hearts beat a little faster, they scream a little louder and 
Girls Night out with Chippendales is changing the party game like never before. 
For More Information Visit: www.chippendales.com

Red Wanting Blue 
Thursday, December 31 (NEW YEARS EVE!) – House of Blues 
General Admission Tickets: $30 On Sale Now 
**Red Wanting Blue Special 2 Day Ticket Package Also Available! 
$50 (2 Day) ticket includes: 
 1 general admission standing room only ticket for the acoustic Red Wanting Blue concert in the 
Cambridge Room on Wednesday 12/30/15. 
 1 general admission, standing room only ticket for Red Waning Blue concert in the Music Hall 
on Thursday 12/31/15. 
Red Wanting Blue is a rock and roll band led by Scott Terry that formed in Athens, Ohio in 
1996. In 1999 the band relocated its headquarters to Columbus, Ohio, the city Red Wanting Blue 
now calls home. RWB has been touring the US for nearly two decades playing around 200 live 
shows a year. Red Wanting Blue has been known as an explosive live act to follow, with Terry 
being compared to some of the most entertaining frontmen in the industry. 
Little America, RWB’s 10th album was released on July 1, 2014, and debuted at No. 3 on the 
Billboard Heatseekers Chart and No. 31 on the Billboard Mainstream Rock Chart. 
For More Information Visit: www.redwantingblue.com 

Ticket Information 
Tickets are available for purchase at the following locations: www.houseofblues.com, House 
of Blues Box Offi ce, www.ticketmaster.com, all Ticketmaster outlets and Charge by Phone: 
800.745.3000. 
The House of Blues Box Offi ce (308 Euclid Ave.) For more information, call 216.523.BLUE 
(2583

Sanctuary at the Agora
Submitted by Rick Ray
        Started in Seattle, Washington in 1985, Sanctuary was signed to Epic Records in 1987 and 
their debut album Refuge Denied was produced by Megadeth’s Dave Mustaine. They toured 
with Megadeth upon the release of this album. The next release was Into The Mirror Black and 
more touring followed. In 1992 Epic Records tried to get them to become a grunge band, as that 
was what was being promoted by record companies at the time.  Record labels, radio, MTV and 
just about everyone else involved in the industry abandoned heavy music for Grunge. There was 
no way Sanctuary was going to become a grunge band and they ended up disbanding.
        In 2010, four of the founding Sanctuary members — Warrel Dane, Jim Sheppard, Lenny 
Rutledge and Dave Budbill — came together for a few select reunion performances. At fi rst, 
it was just going to be a handful of shows, but the response and chemistry on stage was so 
overwhelming that they decided to reunite permanently. Reunions can either be something one 
dreads or something fi lled with plenty of anticipation. For reactivated legendary Seattle metal 
band, Sanctuary, and their legions of fans, it’s been the latter.
       In 2014, Sanctuary released their third album The Year The Sun Died on Century Media 
Records. A 12 cut album that includes a cover of the Doors song Waiting For The Sun. The 
musicians in this band are high calibur musicians with excellent songwriting capabilities. If 
you’re unfamiliar with this great band, check out the video Frozen from their latest release on 
YouTube.
       Their latest tour will bring them to the world famous Cleveland Agora at 5000 Euclid Ave. 
in Cleveland on Wednesday, October 21st, 2015. The Rick Ray Band will be opening for them.
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By Pete Roche

TREEN INSURANCE

(440) 576-5926

Auto Home Business Life

We Offer the Personal Service You’ve Missed Lately
from the Spookiest Agent ever!

HAPPY HALLOWEEN

Scott Treen

A Chat with Police Guitarist Andy Summers 
New CD release Metal Dog
       You know him for “Every Breath You Take,” “Message in a Bottle,” and “Don’t Stand So 
Close to Me.”
       But did you know Police guitarist Andy Summers got his start in an acid-rock band?  
Or that he played with Eric Burden’s Animals and sat in with Mike Oldfi eld in 1975 for a 
performance of “Tubular Bells?”  Or that Summers teamed with King Crimson guitar guru 
Robert Fripp on a pair of artsy albums in the early ‘80s?
       It’s been over thirty-some years Andy Summers surrendered his Police badge 
(notwithstanding a 2007-08 reunion tour), but this ex-“cop” has always been keeping a steady 
beat, plying his considerable guitar knowledge on a string of successful solo albums in the ‘80s 
and ‘90s (XYZ, World Gone Strange, Synaesthasia etc.) and teaming with like-minded musical 
pals in exciting new projects like Circa Zero (featuring Rescues bassist Rob Giles).
       Summers is also an avid photographer:  He honed his shutterbug skills while touring the 
globe, published a couple books with his images, and has regular art gallery exhibitions to this 
date.
        Indefatigable Andy somehow found time to polish off his memoirs, One Train Later, 
between all those guitar scales and camera exposures.  Now there’s a documentary fi lm based on 
the 2006 autobiography.  
        Directed by Andy Grieve (The Story of WikiLeaks), Yuri Film’s Can’t Stand Losing You: 
Surviving the Police cleverly juxtaposes archival footage of Summers on the road with Stewart 
Copeland and Sting in the ‘70s and ‘80s with contemporary clips of the band’s highly-touted 
comeback tour—and Andy’s own art installations. 
        The 2003 Rock and Roll Hall of Famer also just issued the all-new instrumental album 
Metal Dog on the Flickering Shado label.  
       Recorded at his Mother Divine studio in Venice, California, Metal Dog fi nds Summers 
returning to the jazz fusion and cinematic noisescapes he explored with Fripp in the ‘80s.  The 
music was intended for use with an interpretive dance program, but tunes like “Animal Chatter,” 
“Bitter Honey,” and “Qualia” took on lives of their own the more Summers tinkered with them.
Police fans won’t fi nd the next “Wrapped Around Your Finger” on the disc, but the tracks are 
imbued with Summers’ trademark synth-guitar sounds and world music infl uences:  You can’t 
mistake these tones for anybody else.
        Andy played all the drums, bass, and keyboard parts heard on the album—and programmed 
the electronics and “looped” samples—to architect ten intriguing pieces that push the boundaries 
of traditional rock and roll guitar music.  Title track “Metal Dog” is appropriately menacing, 
its biomechanical riffs and harmonics prelude to a staccato, Eastern-inspired solo.  Conversely, 
“Animal Chatter” boasts a slinky rhythm, meandering bass, and fl uid solo (between klaxon 
chords and pneumatic whirrs).
        Creepy arpeggios ring over resonant drums on “Ishango Bone,” whose watery guitar chords 
comingle over an elastic groove.  Buzzing, blues bends infect the insectoid-like “Vortex Street,” 
whose call-and-response passages and ethereal squawks and chirps could provide the soundtrack 
to the twilight hunt of some nightmarish bird of prey.  Pastoral “Qualia” percolates over pitter-
patter percussion, while “Harmonograph” jars the senses with Doppler-effect sirens and distant 
automobile alarms.  
       Contemplative, celestial “Ocean of Enceladus” will appease shred-rock fans (Joe Satriani, 
Steve Vai) with its shimmery progression, sparse drums, and abundant scales.  There’s also a bit 
of slide work and string-bending, a la Santo & Johnny (of melancholy Hawaiian instrumental 
“Sleepwalk”).  Brooding “Mare Imbrium” embraces sci-fi  themes, what with is slow, deliberate 
build-up, electronically-simulated breezes, and alien drones.      
       We were lucky enough to discuss Metal Dog with Summers by phone a couple weeks ago.  
We also got the inside scoop on his Can’t Stand Losing You movie…and reopened a couple 
Police investigations, too.

VOICE:  Hey, Andy!  You’re back home in L.A. now, yes?
ANDY SUMMERS:  I’m in California, yes.
VOICE:  Could you tell us a bit about Metal Dog, and how it metamorphosed from a dance-
inspired project into something completely different?
ANDY:  The original impulse for the record was to do this project with a photographer in New 
York.  We’d done a few things over the years, and we wanted to put together a project based 
on this kind of music, dance music.  We wanted to construct a video with contemporary dance 
music, to have this evening of live dancing with the music and video on various screens.  So I 
came back to California to put this music together, and obviously it became a little more cutting-
edge, experimental, and sonic.  I started to write the tracks this way, and as time went on, they 
just didn’t come out the way they started [laughs]!  We only did one of the videos together; we 
didn’t complete the whole evening’s worth.  Nevertheless, the nice part was that it really got me 

back to doing this kind of music in my studio, 
which I really enjoy doing.  I got about three 
albums’ worth of material before I fi nally 
decided to shape it somewhat, and put a few of 
them together into this CD.
VOICE:  What kind of gear did you use to dial 
up those sounds?  What sorts of pedals and 
effects, I mean.  
ANDY:  Well, there are all kinds of things.  
A huge mix of different things.  There are 
some really great pedals—a fuzz box and 
chorus.  I’m looking for that grey, granular 
sound these days.  I don’t know what order 
you want to hear them in, but for instance I 
used a pedal called a Rotobone a lot for the 
solos.  I use a Junkie pedal from Z-VEX, 
and there’s a TC Electronics distortion 
pedal called Dark Matter.  I used a Line 6 a 
couple times to do some looping.  I have an 
Eventide Eclipse, which is one of the more 

awesome effects boxes.  There’s a whammy.  So on and so forth.  And all 
these things are mixed up.  Sometimes the sounds are looped, sometimes they’re regressed.  It’s 
like having a set of colors in front of you, and I literally sit over them at a table now—I have 
them all spread out—and I decide which colors I like to use.  I’ll hit the buttons, move from 
one to another, and try different combinations until I get something that’s interesting to me.
VOICE:  Your solo work has always embraced world music and exotic sounds, and that’s 
certainly the case here.  Can you pinpoint where some of that infl uence comes from?
ANDY:  Well, there’s a lot of input.  I’ve traveled a lot in Asia and Indonesia.  So for some 
of these tracks you’ve got these orchestral-type sounds.  So you pick the sounds you like and 
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By Pete Roche

www.Abbeyrodeo.com

Check out the Abbey Rodeo video at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=siwWk_2hELk

12-YEAR ANNIVERSARY!
Saturday, October 10th

Welcome our new drummer
Jim Bonfanti

Special thanks to
Larry Kadlub

for filling in for Fred Grupe
during these last 7 months.

LOST SHEEP BAND

www.lostsheepband.com

Sat. Oct. 10
Deer’s Leap Winery

7-10pm
 

Sat. Oct. 17
Redhawk Grille

8-12pm

Electric Light Orchestra: Live at Hyde Park
       
       We loved ELO’s last studio album, ZOOM, and eagerly bought tickets when bandleader 
Jeff Lynne announced his fi rst tour with the group in fi fteen years.  
       Finally—after years of enjoying Lynne’s ‘70s hits and ‘80s radio hits with ELO and his 
production work with Tom Petty, George Harrison, and others in the ‘90s and on—we’d get to 
witness the pop maestro live on stage.
       But the concert (set for Wolstein Center in Cleveland) never happened.  Discouraged by 
sluggish ticket sales, ELO management cancelled the entire 2001 tour—and Lynne fell off 
radar for another decade or so.
       The only evidence that a promotional tour was ever planned was the ZOOM Tour Live 
DVD, featuring a “rehearsal” concert shot before a live audience at CBS Television City in 
Los Angeles.  
An audio version of the same show made its way to CD in 2013 as Electric Light Orchestra 
Live.
      Lynne has since remastered the entire ELO catalog, cut another acclaimed solo disc 
(2012’s Long Wave), issued a couple more ELO compilations with bonus material (live songs 
and a couple fresh studio tracks), and produced Joe Walsh’s last album.  
      There’s still no new ELO full-length on the horizon, but now—with Electric Light 
Orchestra: Live at Hyde Park—we can enjoy the show we waited fi fteen years to see, if only vicariously.  
      Out now on Eagle Rock, the stunning Blu-ray / DVD concert fi lm captures Lynne and his revamped Electric Light Orchestra live at London’s 
Hyde Park in September 2014, on the occasion of BBC Radio 2’s Festival in a Day.  Backed by British pop stars Gary Barlow & Take That with 
the BBC Orchestra, the multi-platinum group peels off one hit single after another, to the delight of the largest audience Lynne’s faced in 30 years 
(50,000).  
       The DVD also contains full-length bonus feature Mr. Blue Sky: The Story of Jeff Lynne & ELO.  The concert and documentary are each worth 
the price of admission alone, so it’s wonderful having both bundled together on a single disc.  
      Wielding a Gibson Les Paul for most of the 90-minuute set and sporting his trademark sunglasses, Lynne bounces through “All Over the 
World,” “Evil Woman,” and “Ma Ma Belle” with ease as longtime piano pal Richard Tandy tickles the ivories and Mike Stevens strums an 
acoustic guitar.  “Showdown,” “Living Thing,” and “Strange Magic” still throb with the same disco-rock fi nesse that sent them up the charts, and 
Lynne’s voice remains golden after all these years.
      The Hyde Park stage is massive, but the band and orchestra (strings, no brass) fi ll up the space—with conductor Lynne nonchalantly guiding 
the proceedings from a microphone front-and-center.  An expansive video backdrop shimmers with appropriately cosmic and fl oral motifs (or 
razor wire, as on “10358 Overture”) as the camera crew trains multiple lenses on the musicians from several intriguing angles.  Gorgeous guest 
violinist Chereene Allen joins Jeff for several songs, soloing from the front line on “Sweet Talkin’ Woman” and “Rock and Roll is King.”  Lynne 
himself changes things up by switching to a black Les, then on to an acoustic guitar for brooding ballad “Can’t Get It Out of My Head.”  Seldom-
played Out of the Blue cut “Steppin’ Out” is sterling.
       Tandy (whom Lynne calls “my great pal…of 42 years”) appears to be having a grand time, comfortably recreating his familiar synth solos 
(“Turn to Stone”), elegant piano passages (“Telephone Line”), and talk-box sound effects (“Mr. Blue Sky”).
Watch Jeff Lynne’s ELO perform “Mr. Blue Sky” on YouTube. 
Lynne also pays homage to departed Traveling Wilburys “Nelson” (George Harrison) and “Lefty” (Roy Orbison) with a sparking run through the 
super-group’s “Handle With Care.”  One of the band’s talented background singers saddles up next to Stevens and jangles a 12-string guitar as the 
BBC cellists look on.
“Wow, what a thrill!” gushes Lynne, surveying his enraptured audience.  
“It’s unbelievable, really.  I’ve never done anything quite like this!”  
      Earlier on the disc, the songwriter concedes he grew fond of studio work because touring with ELO had become “a pain in the arse.”  
“It’s been 28 years,” he opines pre-show.  “I can’t even imagine meself walkin’ onstage!”
       The hour-long, Martyn Atkins-directed Mr. Blue Sky (2012) takes viewers even deeper into ELO lore by juxtaposing footage of Lynne 
working at his studio home with archival clips of his tenure with early bands The Idle Race and The Move.  We learn about Jeff’s upbringing, how 
he inherited his father’s love of the classical masters, and how he was inspired by ‘50s rockers Del Shannon and Roy Orbison.
We peek in as Lynne and Tandy re-record their ELO masterpieces, tour Lynne’s lavish facility, and enjoy some show-and-tell as Jeff dusts off his 
very fi rst guitar (“A real old banger”) and explains how he graduated from a reel-to-reel recorder to Pro Tools software in the new millennium.
Atkins also explores Lynne’s work with George Harrison (Cloud Nine) and Tom Petty (Full Moon Fever) and their superstar collaboration with 
Bob Dylan and Roy Orbison (Traveling Wilburys).  Paul McCartney, Ringo Star, and Olivia Harrison chime in on Jeff’s efforts tweaking lost 
John Lennon tapes for The Beatles’ “Real Love” and “Free as a Bird” in the mid-‘90s.  Orbison’s widow reports that Lynne resuscitated her late 
husband’s career.
“He’s not noticed enough for what he does,” surmises Eagles guitarist Joe Walsh.  
“He hears the fi nished thing before it’s done.  That’s rare.”
Petty agrees.
“I’m glad you’re making this movie,” says the Heartbreakers front man.  “Somebody should!”  
And now, fi nally, they have.
Jeff Lynne’s ELO Live at Hyde Park on Blu-ray / DVD is available at Amazon.  
www.elo.biz 
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jewelsdancehall

"The Most Fun You Can Have with Your Boots On"
Must Be 21 and Over

440-275-5332

 @  @ 7pm: King of Clubs Drawing

Live Music 
Fri. & Sat. 
9:30-1:30OPEN

MIC
MONDAYS

7-10P

Roots of American Music (ROAM) presents its 15th Annual Benefi t for 
Arts Education, “Halloween Bash,” at the Beachland Ballroom 
6:00pm – VIP Ticket Dinner
7:30pm – Doors for GA tickets and Performance by Sweet Grass
9:00 pm – Performance by Lost Bob and the Ozone Ramblers

       VIP tickets are $150 
and include a delicious 
dinner, drink ticket, and 
raffl e tickets. Concert-only tickets are $25 and sold 
via the Beachland Ballroom. Full cash bar available. 
For tickets, please call 216-321-9350
       The benefi t will also feature a live auction of 
priceless experience packages!
All guests can enter the costume contest which 
will award $100 for fi rst place individual, $150 for 
fi rst place group costume, and $50 to second place 

individual and $50 to second place group costume.
       For more information about ROAM’s work in the community and to learn how to sponsor, 
please call 216-321-9350.
www.rootsofamericanmusic.org

Dave Rawlings Machine with Gillian Welch - Music Box Supper Club 
Nov 2

       

David Todd Rawlings is a professional guitarist and singer. He is best known as the longtime 
musical partner of bluegrass singer-songwriter Gillian Welch.
       In 2007, Rawlings contributed to the Bright Eyes album Cassadaga, and the following year, 
he continued his relationship with Old Crow Medicine Show, co-writing “Methamphetamine” 
with Ketch Secor. Rawlings and Welch began playing live shows with various musician friends 
in 2006 under the moniker the David Rawlings Machine, featuring Rawlings, as a frontman for 
the fi rst time.
      That experiment led to the 2009 debut under that moniker of {A Friend of a Friend,} 
released on his and Welch’s Acony Records label.
      Dave Rawlings Machine – Dave Rawlings’ recent gigs with (Gillian Welch and) the 
Machine had an almost hootenanny feel, sprinkled with songs from the Machine’s 2009 album, 
Dylan, Zeppelin and Levon Helm covers, as well as traditional tunes and bluegrass.” —
Washington Times
      Showtime is 8:00 pm on November 2nd in the Concert Hall $38 advance, $42 day of show
For info on tickets and The Music Box Supper Club in Cleveland visit www.musicboxcle.com 
or call 216-242-1250

Strait, Rhett, Henley and more release new music
      Strait announced his new disc in Las Vegas. “Cold Beer Conversation” was produced by 
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Strait and Chuck Ainlay with 13 songs. Strait had a hand in writing several songs as did his son, 
Bubba. He also relied on Strait mainstay Dean Dillon along with the likes of Jamey Johnson and 
Keith Gattis.
      Rhett is back with his sophomore effort, “Tangled.” Rhett had much success with his debut, 
“It Goes Like This,” with hits including the title track, “Make Me Wanna” and “Get Me Some 
of That.” His new single is “Died a Happy Man.” He already had a hit with “Crash And Burn” 
from the new disc, which employed four different producers. Jordin Sparks sings on “Playing 
With Fire.”
      Don Henley of The Eagles will release “Cass County,” his fi rst solo disc since “Inside Job” 
in 2000.
      Jim Lauderdale explores the traditional sounds of Memphis and Nashville with his double 
album, “Soul Searching: Vol. 1 Memphis/Vol. 2. Nashville” (Sky Crunch Records). The 
Nashville set was produced by produced by Jim and Luther Dickinson and was tracked at the 
Nashville Victor Studio A. “Vol. 1 Memphis” was tracked at Royal Studios, home base for 
producer Willie Mitchell and Hi Records.
      Clint Black is out with his fi rst album of all new material in 10 years titled “On Purpose”. 
Black recorded “You Still Get To Me” with his wife, Lisa Hartman Black. He recorded and 
produced the 14 new tracks in his Nashville studio.
      Mac McAnally, who plays in Jimmy Buffett’s band, will release “A.K.A Nobody” on 
Buffett’s label, on Mailboat Records. All but one of its songs were written by McAnally, either 
on his own or with co-writers including Buffett, Kenny Chesney, Zac Brown, Sonny Landreth, 
Chris Stapleton and Al Anderson.
      Bottle Rockets have a new album, “South Broadway Athletic Club,” out today on Bloodshot. 
The band again worked with longtime producer Eric “Roscoe” Ambel, it was the fi rst time the 
group recorded a full album in their hometown of St. Louis.
      Bluegrass band Flatt Lonesome is out with “Runaway Train” on Mountain Fever. The 
sextet has a dozen songs on the disc, which was recorded in North Carolina. This is the third 
studio album from the bluegrass band, named IBMA Emerging Artist of the Year in 2014. The 
signature of the group is three-part sibling harmonies of Charli, Kelsi and Buddy Robertson.

Head South to see Gill & Lovett team up
       Vince Gill and Lyle Lovett will reunite for a 13-city tour this winter. After teaming up for 
concerts earlier this year, Gill and Lovett decided to continue the tour.
       Each show will be a series of intimate solo and duo performances, during which the artists 
will serve as their own accompanists.
       “For a night like this, there is no plan,” Gill said. “I know Lyle won’t have a plan, and I 
won’t either. What he plays will inspire me and probably vice-versa. It’ll be like playing ping-
pong. Whatever song he chooses to sing will inspire the next song that comes out of me.”
“I enjoy shows that are not planned out,” Lovett said. “This will be two songwriters in the 
round. It’s informal, so there will be lots of ad-libbing. It will be like little snapshots of our 
experiences.”
       “Just two guys sitting on stools, telling stories and singing songs,” Gill said. “No big bands. 
I saw James Taylor once with just him and his guitar, and after that show, I felt like I knew him 
a whole lot better than I ever did before. That’s what’ll happen between Lyle and me, too, and 
I’m looking forward to it.”

Tour dates are: 
Feb. 17 -- Montgomery, AL -- Montgomery Performing Arts Centre 
Feb. 18 -- Huntsville, AL -- Von Braun Center Concert Hall 
Feb. 19 -- Birmingham, AL -- Alabama Theatre 
Feb. 20 -- Atlanta, GA -- Cobb Energy Performing Arts Centre 
Feb. 21 -- Asheville, NC -- Thomas Wolfe Auditorium 
Feb. 23 -- Daytona Beach, FL -- Peabody Auditorium 
Feb. 24 -- Clearwater, FL -- Ruth Eckerd Hall 
Feb. 25 -- Jacksonville, FL -- Florida Theatre 
Feb. 26 -- Sarasota, FL -- Van Wezel Performing Arts Hall 
Feb. 27 -- Key West, FL -- Tennessee Williams Theatre 
Feb. 28 -- Melbourne, FL -- King Center for the Performing Arts 
Feb. 29 -- Fort Myers, FL -- Barbara B Mann Performing Arts Hall 
March 1 -- Coral Springs, FL -- Coral Springs Center for the Arts
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Salsa Jams!

      T.T. Buzzard a chef by day and an author / artist by night. He is the mastermind behind the 
Salsa Jams! cookbook which was released in September 2015. T.T. is from Ohio and was born 
on Buzzard’s Day. 
       T.T. has a unique skill set that led him to the making of this one of a kind cookbook. His 
skills were honed through his extensive culinary background and he is a culinary arts graduate. 
After culinary school he went off to study horticulture as he became fascinated about how our 
foods are grown. 
       He also utilized his award-winning artistic abilities as he painted the cover art and scattered 
some of his artwork throughout also using unique special built props for some of the photos to 
help keep the reader engaged. T.T. adds, “This was a dream come true to be able to utilize all of 
my talents into one project. This was something I’ve wanted for at least a decade now and I want 
this to live on and be enjoyed by anybody out there.” 
       Salsa Jams! is a salsa themed cookbook that features over 100 salsa-laced recipes and over 
20 salsa recipes as well. He adds some of his fan favorites and signature items like Riff-Roaring 
Ribs, Cantina Style Salsa, Jammin’ Jambalaya, Buzzard’s Bruschetta Bread, Bedazzling Borscht, 
Raging Red Beans and Rice, Smooth Salsa Ale and Eggplant Caponata. As you can see this is a 
fusion cookbook that touches on many cuisines from around the globe. 
       Why the salsa theme? “It clearly is something that hasn’t been done enough. Salsa has 
become the world’s most popular condiment.” It is also one of T.T.’s favorites. The “Jams” part 
of the name came from a time when he was making soup and added salsa to it and said, “Wow 
this jams!” 
       The cookbook leads off with his unique logo, and then it moves on into a restaurant looking 
menu instead of a traditional table of contents that breaks down all of the categories of his 130 
recipes. Moving forward beyond that he has a small breakfast line up. After that it goes into 
appetizers, soups, breads, salsas, condiments, sandwiches, pastas, casseroles, main courses, side 
dishes, desserts, beverages and cocktails. Every recipe contains a color photo and a simplistic set 
of instructions to it. He goes out with a bang using a collage that sums up his history and behind 
the scenes shots. 
       What does the future hold? “The future of T.T. Buzzard is in the hands of my fans. I just 
want everybody to enjoy it. I enjoy writing and hope one day a follow up can be done that 
equals or exceeds the craftsmanship of Salsa Jams!” 
       T.T. will be doing a book signing on Wednesday, Oct 14th at The Old Mill Winery, (see 
ad on page 7 for venue details) so come out and support a local artist and take home your 
own copy of Salsa Jams!

        Salsa Jams! is available through www.ttbuzzard.com and is available through Amazon. He 
will also be releasing an ebook version sometime in October as well.

What’s Cookin?

Baja Baba Ghanoush
1 pound eggplant, sliced ¼” thick
Olive oil, as needed
Sea salt, as needed
1 cup salsa fresca
½ cup tahini
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Sea salt, to taste
½ cup salsa fresca, for garnish

1. Brush the eggplant slices with olive oil and sprinkle a little sea salt on them. Grill the egg-
plant until they soften.
2. Now puree everything except the ½ cup of salsa fresca together in a food processor
or blender until it becomes a really smooth texture.
3. Season to taste with sea salt.
4. Garnish with the ½ cup of salsa fresca on top.
5. Serve with some pita bread, pita chips or your favorite chips.
Makes 3 cups

RETAIN

SUSAN

HAGAN
CITY
COUNCIL
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Observing the Absurd …

Another World’s Worst Song
        Long ago I wrote an article on the world’s worst song. (It’s WILDFIRE. 
If you want to know the details, buy my book.) But recently, while I was 
cleaning leaf scum out of my gutter, this other song started bouncing around 
in my brain, and I realized old WILDFIRE may have some competition! This 
other song has words (lyrics) that if you try to make sense of them, it will 
drive you nuts. This other song is ISLANDS IN THE STREAM!  
       You remember… Kenny Rogers and Dolly Parton. What a great pair! And 
Kenny was good, too! As for my strong feelings on this subject: I was in the 
music business at the time this song came out, and of course people expected 
us musicians to sing it. A lot!  Now, I have a thing for singing words that 
make sense. If they don’t make any sense, I feel silly trying to get all dramatic 
and emotional with the song. And these words don’t make sense! Please allow 
me to elucidate:  

Actual lyrics from ISLANDS IN THE STREAM
Baby, when I met you, there was peace on earth [This is a time in history when 
many people wrote peace songs. So is this a love song or an anti-war song??]
I set out to get you with a fi ne tooth comb [OK you lost me already. This has 
got to be the worst line ever written in a song! I have never heard of “goin’ 
out and gettin’yer sweetheart with a fi ne tooth comb!” Maybe she had lice or 
something…?]
I was soft inside, there was somethin’ goin’ on [I was “soft inside”??? Yea, 
maybe in your brain!]

OK, let’s jump ahead to the chorus:
Islands in the stream, that is what we are [OK, stop right there. Islands are 
separate entities, isolated from one another, never to be joined. To be people 
that are ‘islands’ would be very sad, right?] 
No one in between, how can we be wrong
Sail away with me, to another world [OK, now I get it! These apparently are 
strange new ‘sailable’ islands. Yea, you see ‘em all the time on Lake Erie!]

Jumping to the next verse:
And the message is clear
This could be the year for the real thing [Implying “Yea, I’ll stick around for 
maybe a year or so…”]

No more will you cry
Baby, I will hurt you never [Boy, is that ever some desperate, convoluted 
grammar!]

 So, I have spoken! This is now offi cially one of the world’s worst 
songs! Now it’s back to the dirty gutters. Think I’ll hum a song. “She ran 
calling WIIIILD-FIIIYERR…!”

By Tom Todd

TO LISTEN LIVE AND WATCH OUR LIVE COUGAR CAM

WWW.COUGAR937.COM

Cougars Uncorked is back for

Halloween FUN October 29th
Come in costume and get a little crazy with

Jeremy James
Register online NOW at www.cougar937.com

Keep listening to JJ and Cat in the morning for your 
Chance to win a 

SWEETEST DAY PACKAGE 
for and an overnight stay at

The Lodge at Geneva-on-the-Lake!
 Get your taste of

 HOME COOKING SCHOOL 
tickets NOW online at www.cougar937.com

VIP passes just $45. 
Show is November 14th 

at SPIRE in Geneva

String Prices

In-Store Repairs
Over 50 Years of

Musical Experience
Karaoke Equipment

Lighting Products
Yorkville Amps

Guitars & Bases

Lowest in Town!

1493 Mentor Ave.

440.352.8986
Painesville Commons Shopping Center

WE BUY USED GEAR
Lessons: Guitar, Bass, Banjo

Mandoline & Piano

check out
www.tomtoddmusic.com 

for more information & pictures

Fri, Oct. 9
Deer’s Leap Winery 

7-10

Thurs, Oct. 15
Old Mill Winery

“Acoustic Thursday Night”
6-8:00

Fri, Oct. 16
Geneva Lodge

8:00-12:00

Sun, Oct. 18
Old Mill Winery

“Open Mic”  4:30-7:30
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HAPPY HOUR MON.- FRI  11am-7pm

50¢ A WINGTUES. & THURS.

 

WEEKENDS

NEVER
A COVER

CHARGE

$3 Cheeseburger & Fries! MONDAYS

FRI & SAT
BANDS AT

9PM

$7 Bucket of Beer

LIVE TRIVIA EVERY THURSDAY
7pm • Prizes & Specials!

MUSICIANS NIGHT THURSDAYS 9pm

FRI. OCT. 9 • KRANK'D

SAT. OCT. 10 • THRILL RIDE

FRI. OCT. 16 • THE HESS TONES

SAT. OCT. 17 • MISERABLE IDIOT

FRI. OCT. 23 • ANGRY YOUNG MEN

SAT. OCT. 24 • BILLY LIKES SODA

FRI. OCT. 30 • BURNT RIVER BAND

SAT. OCT. 31 • SAFFRON DAZE

JD Souther Coming to The Kent Stage
Fr iday, December 4th,  2015 at 8pm
       The Kent Stage is proud to announce that JD Souther will perform at The Kent Stage on 
Friday, December 4th, at 8:00 pm. New Orleans born pianist/singer Chris Walters will be the 
special opening act for the show.   
        JD (John David) was born in Detroit when his father, John Souther, was crooning in front 
of the big bands of his day, under a stage name, Johnny Warren. His mother hated the fact that 
“Johnny Warren” wasn’t home and so, the singing father stepped halfway out of road life by 
going to work for MCA as an agent: fascinating for a curious fi ve year old John David, who met 
The Three Sounds, The Mills Brothers, other jazz greats, and the legendary Victor Borge, who 
once acted as babysitter for the lucky son.
       “Hanging out in the bar at the Troubadour with Glenn Frey and Jackson Browne and 
playing open mic Mondays, then opening for Poco and The Flying Burrito Brothers --- it was 
the best study in songwriting I can imagine. So many great songwriters came through - Laura 
Nyro, Kris Kristofferson, Randy Newman, Elton John, James Taylor, Tim Hardin, Carole King, 
Rick Nelson, Joni Mitchell, Neil Young, Waylon Jennings, Tim Buckley, Gordon Lightfoot, Taj 
Mahal and more. It seems impossible now to imagine that much music in a year and a half or so, 
but that was my life and the Troubadour was our university. It’s also where I met Linda Ronstadt 
and where Don Henley and Glenn Frey met to form this little country rock band called Eagles 
that would go on to make musical history.”
       It was during that time that Glen and John David made Longbranch/Pennywhistle, with 
Jimmy Bowen’s new label, Amos Records. The band included Ry Cooder, Jim Gordon, Cajun 
fi ddler Doug Kershaw and James Burton.
       On the creative side, Peter Asher, a long time friend (and producer extraordinaire of James 
Taylor and Linda Ronstadt; including seven of Ronstadt’s ten recordings of Souther’s songs), 
offered encouragement, expertise, and a steady hand on the wheel. Asher produced Black Rose 
(Asylum/Elektra, 1976), a solo record which would bring Souther back from the disappointment 
of the SHF Band and into focus as an independent artist, securing John David a defi nitive place 
in the songwriting hierarchy.
        But it would be 1979 before Souther registered his fi rst really massive hit as a solo artist: 
“You’re Only Lonely” from the LP You’re Only Lonely (Sony/Columbia, 1979). The track hit 
#1 at Adult Contemporary radio that year and rose as high as #7 on the Billboard Top 100. At 
the same time; “Heartache Tonight” the Eagles smash single co-written by Souther, Henley, 
Frey, and Bob Seger topped the charts. The album from which it came, The Long Run (Elektra/
Asylum, 1979), included two more Henley/Frey/Souther songs as well.
        One surmises that “work” in this context meant as a recording and performing musician, 
because there was certainly no lack of activity in these “missing years.” Souther’s songs sold 
another 10 million or so units on records by George Strait, Trisha Yearwood, and Brooks 
and Dunn, to name a few. He also began an acting career, appearing in the iconic TV series 
Thirtysomething; Postcards From The Edge (Directed by Mike Nichols), and indie features 
including To Cross the Rubicon and How To Make The Cruelest Month. JD also became more 
involved with Best Friends Animal Society, and remains a passionate advocate for animal rights.
         A major career accolade was received in 2013, as JD was inducted into the Songwriters 
Hall Of Fame. He also appeared in the ABC-TV hit drama Nashville, in the recurring role of 
Zen-like producer/guru Watty White. Shortly thereafter, JD Souther signed a new recording 
contract with Sony Music Masterworks division. The label is home to icons as diverse as Yo-Yo 
Ma, Dolly Parton, and Sonny Rollins, among many others. 
       This brings us to the new album, Dance Real Slow. Produced by Larry Klein, an instant 
fellow traveler (Joni Mitchell, Rodney Crowell, Norah Jones, Melody Gardot, Herbie Hancock) 
the new album continues Souther’s new paths in sound and style; but at the same time, it’s 
unlike anything he has previously recorded. Joining Souther on guitar and vocals are longtime 
collaborators: pianist Chris Walters and saxophonist Jeff Coffi n; as well as new friends: vocalist 
Lizz Wright, trumpet master Till Brönner, and jazz piano legend Billy Childs, who also arranged 
the elegant and searing strings on half the album’s tracks.
         Commenting on the contemporary trends of listener engagement in this era of individual 
tracks, shuffl ed playlists, random access, etc, Souther notes, “Now there are many ways to listen 
to music, and my intention is, as always, that each song tell its own story; however, Dance Real 
Slow is very much designed as a set. I invite you to enjoy it this way.”
         Overall, the album fi nds Souther stretching musically, balancing his pop and jazz 
sensibilities, paying particular homage to his earliest infl uences, the geniuses of the 20th 
Century Great American Songbook: Cole Porter particularly, as well as the Gershwins, Sammy 
Cahn and Jule Styne, Fred Coots, Yip Harburg, and picking up along the way some of the 
modern grace of Paul Simon and Bob Dylan

The Kent Stage is located at 175 East Main Kent, OH, 44240 (330) 677-5005
Tickets are on Sale Now through www.thekentstage.com
All Seats Reserved Gold Circle: $35.00 Reserved: $25.00
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All-Day Energy Diet
By Yuri Elkaim
       With The All-Day Energy Diet you will reclaim your 
health and vitality, feel alive and youthful again, and 
accomplish all of your fi tness goals. Follow it to the letter, 
or choose your favorite energy pick-me-ups—either way, 
you’ll look and feel great in just seven days’ time. Yuri knows, 
because he has experienced it in his own life and seen it 
happen with thousands of clients. It doesn’t matter whether 
you’re the unhealthiest, most lethargic person in the world or 
a super-healthy fi tness buff. If you’re a human from planet 
Earth, this can work for you, too.
       At last, you can say good-bye to those sluggish mornings 
and dragging, dreary workdays. No longer will you be 
sidelined, lying on the couch at night in utter fatigue. Finally, 
you can get the knowledge and tools you need to make things 
better and enjoy the health and body you deserve.

Inside, you will discover:
- 7 energy commandments you’ll likely never fi nd in a medical book
- 3 everyday foods in your kitchen that are robbing you of your energy
- The super-simple 30-second at-home eye exam that reveals your “stress score”
- The #1 reason most people feel sick, are overweight, and walk around like zombies . . . and 
how to fi x it
- The 9-question test that unveils whether or not you’re even digesting your food
- The most important food group to be eating for more energy and enviable health (hint: it’s 

probably not what you think)
- The biggest mistake people make when juicing, why it makes you fat, and how to do it right
- The energy reset that will bring you back to life in less than a week
- 9 simple ways to ease stress

You deserve to look and feel amazing . . . Step inside The All-Day Energy Diet to get 
started!
About the Author:
        Yuri Elkaim is an inspirational and “no BS” nutrition and fi tness expert. For more than 
13 years, his honest and inspiring health messages have helped more than 100,000 people 
worldwide lose weight, get in great shape, eat healthier, and have a much better understanding 
of their health. He’s on a mission to transform the lives of more than 10 million people by 2018 
and would love for you to be one of them. For more, visit www.yurielkaim.com

The Abundance Code
How to Bust the 7 Money Myths for a Rich Life Now
by Julie Ann Cairns
       Are you frustrated in your efforts to succeed and 
create abundance in your life? Are you exasperated even 
though you may have set goals for yourself, gained 
knowledge, and worked hard? Are your fi nancial dreams 
just not working out the way you’d like them to, or as 
fast as you’d like them to? Are you wondering what is 
standing in your way, preventing you from accessing the 
life of freedom you’ve been dreaming about? Well, The 
Abundance Code is here to provide the answer you’ve 
been searching for…
      There is a hidden yet crucial element to success and 
abundance that most people are unaware of—because that 
essential element is buried in their unconscious minds.
      The Abundance Code is about how you can (and 
must!) rewrite your subconscious programming so that 
you can effortlessly achieve the rich life of abundance 
you deserve. Julie Ann Cairns takes you through 
the “7 Money Myths”—an extremely common set 
of subconscious barriers put up between you and 
your attainment of abundant wealth and freedom—and helps you banish them, so that your 
subconscious “code” can come into alignment with your conscious goals for fi nancial freedom. 
If your underlying programming does not support your goals—and it probably doesn’t—then 
Julie will show you how to get out of your own way and fi nally access the life you have always 
wanted.
       You can be successful, you can be wealthy, and you can make money without expending 
physical effort or sacrifi cing too much of your precious time. You can become fi nancially free 
with the luxury of choice. It’s all possible for you, but conscious goals and knowledge are not 
enough to make this happen—you also need a set of supporting subconscious beliefs in order to 
ultimately prosper. If you have tried and tried to attain fi nancial freedom but are still struggling, 
then this book will provide the breakthrough you’ve been waiting for.
       Julie Ann Cairns has over 20 years of experience in analyzing global economic trends 
and fi nancial market conditions, including 9 years studying various aspects of economics, 
statistics, and fi nance, and 15 years of postgraduate experience in the fi nancial markets. Having 
graduated with a bachelor of economics, with honors in econometrics, from the Australian 
National University, Julie went on to complete a master of economics and fi nance at a highly 
respected university in Japan, and two additional years of postgraduate research work in Japan, 
studying the Japanese stock market. Julie has worked at the Reserve Bank of Australia and also 
Macquarie Bank as a statistical researcher and economic and market analyst, and she has been 
an executive manager at Trading Pursuits since 2003.
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By Patricia Ann DoomsB i i A Celebrations
4-Directional

Wellness Program
Life is meant to

be celebrated…. That
includes understanding

every aspect of our lives;
our Soul’s Purpose, our Finances,

our Professions and our Relationships.

For further info, or to register:
Contact Patti Ann Dooms

feathertouch8@att.net 
or call (440) 223-7510

SAT. OCT. 10
"WHAT IS HEALING?" 

with Dr. Warren Grossman
11am~2pm

 
SAT. OCT. 24

Gateway Healing's 
Michael Ramsey and an 

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCH-K
10am~2:30pm “Pot Luck” lunch!

 
SAT. OCT. 31
The return of 

The DIAMOND ROSE Mediums,
and a séance for Halloween!!

11am~3pm

 ONE  MORE WAKE UP CALL  ON THE  ROU TE  TO  THE  HOL IST IC  L I FEST Y LE
Wake up!   Wake up!  Wake up!
        I am not prone to paranoia.  Despite the fact that more and more things are appearing threatening to mankind (which 
includes me), has no bearing on my psychological profi le.  
      Firstly, they want to inoculate us, basically against ourselves.  I don’t know how else to view it.  Oh….this is a danger and 
that is a danger, so we are going to pump you full of heavy metals to make THAT particular threat less likely to affect you, even 
though its side-effects have the potential to, if not kill you, at least harm you in some irreversible way.  
        The media loves to feed paranoia, doesn’t it?  “There is concern of a measles epidemic because of an outbreak 
[somewhere].”  Well, duh…..why would we be concerned about an epidemic since all of our children have been inoculated 
against measles?  And, I love that new ad, “Grandparents, if you REALLY love your grandchildren, you will be inoculated 
against whooping cough.”  Why?  Aren’t ALL children inoculated for whooping cough (pertussis) with the fi rst DPT 
vaccination?  Then why would we be concerned if they are exposed to someone who hasn’t had the shot.
       This stuff is making me crazy.  Well, no---not literally---though I’m sure that is the ideal.  If we’re all ‘crazy’, control over us is so much 
easier.
        I’m a little angry today.  I don’t mean to be.  More often than not, I am amazed by all things ludicrous, ridiculous, and manipulative.  But 
once in a while….usually following a super moon which has been eclipsed, and especially on the fi rst day of a Mercury retrograde, I can be a little 
edgy.  A little.  Harmless.  But edgy.  It’s okay; you’ve seen me this way before.  It passes until the next thing I decide to get up in arms about.  I 
think a couple of weeks ago it was the blood pressure “myth”, remember?  But I digress…..I really do have a SPECIFIC issue to address, and that 
is:
       GLYSOPHATE !!  Glysophate is a broad-spectrum systemic herbicide used to kill weeds, especially annual broadleaf weeds and grasses 
known to compete with commercial crops grown around the globe. In layman’s terms, this is Round-up. 
      While we tremble at the world’s ills, no one is up-in-arms locally about this chemical which has been dumped on the Mentor Marsh, and is 
now part of our Lake Erie water supply.  Why, thank you!  What other gifts have the powers that be decided to dump into our water supply?  I 
mean, who would know, right?  But we DO know about this; it’s been widely publicized. 
      And why would anyone be worried anyway about a weed growing in the marsh? Am I the 
only one who sees irony in this? 
      Perhaps that ‘weed’, which was obviously natural-occurring, is not harmful....but something 
necessary to that environment right now. I remember not so long ago, when all the jewel weed 
was destroyed because it was common knowledge that where it grew in plenty, so did poison 
ivy, so there must be a connection. Uhmmmmm.......Jewel weed is a natural cure for allergic 
reactions to poison ivy and always grows right next to it. Hello…… ?  Do some homework, 
people!
      In addition, I was just asked yesterday how it is that so many people are gluten intolerant 
today, when basically bread was our ‘original’ sustenance for centuries. I was then informed that 
our wheat and grain fi elds are being sprayed with glyphosate so that they re-seed at a faster rate. 
The bottom line, said this brilliant person who has certainly done his research, and was most 
likely even a victim of this product--is that, “People are NOT gluten intolerant; they are poison 
intolerant”. I’m thinking he has a point.
      Nevertheless, I am sure there is an entire population that is unable to conceive that the 
additional chemicals we are being exposed to have anything whatsoever to do with declining 
health, autoimmune diseases, and certainly not cancers......
Remember that old 60’s Broadway Play called, “Stop the World; I Want To Get Off”? I get it 
now.

* Patricia Ann Dooms, known in some circles as “the Mentor from Mentor”, is a certifi ed 
holistic lifestyle mentor, practicing a variety of energy healing modalities which she has 
combined into her FeatherTouch 4-Directional Wellness Program.  To learn more about all 
things FeatherTouch, please contact us through this publication or e-mail:  feathertouch8@att.
net.
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October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month
American Cancer Society Awards New Research and Training Grants
      Nation’s largest non-government, not-for-profi t cancer research funder 
awards 77 grants totaling nearly $38 million in second of two cycles for 
2015
       The American Cancer Society, the largest non-government, not-
for-profi t funding source of cancer research in the United States, has 
approved funding for 77 research and training grants totaling nearly 
$38 million in the second of two grant cycles for 2015. The grants 
will fund investigators at 56 institutions across the United States; 64 
are new grants while 13 are renewals of previous grants. The grants 
go into effect January 1, 2016.
       Among the new awards are two prestigious American Cancer 
Society Clinical Research Professor Awards:
      Dr. Bradley Bernstein at Massachusetts General 
Hospital is working to understand the molecular 
mechanisms that determine which genes are turned on 
or off in a given cell. His long interest in glioblastoma 
has led to advances in understanding epigenetic regulation of 
roles in this cancer. Dysfunctional gene switches drive tumor growth and suppress 
normal checkpoint genes, which can lead to the development of cancer. This project will study 
the structures and switches in individual cells from tumors and in laboratory tumor models, 
with the goal of developing new strategies to address drug resistance in glioblastoma, as well as 
some other tumor types
      Dr. Anne M. Villeneuve at Stanford University is investigating how the “molecular 
machines” in cells that detect and repair breaks in DNA operate to ensure that normal, intact 
chromosome structure is restored before cells divide. This prevents genomic instability that 
could lead to cancer. Her lab will investigate these processes using a special type of cells in 
which DNA breaks occur very frequently and are repaired in a highly regulated manner, making 
it possible to investigate this complex molecular machinery. They hope the work will lead to the 
discovery of new components of DNA repair or DNA damage, which could serve as targets for 
future cancer therapies.
       Since 1946, the American Cancer Society has funded research and training of health 
professionals to investigate the causes, prevention, and early detection of cancer, as well as new 
treatments, cancer survivorship, and end of life support for patients and their families. In those 
nearly 70 years, the American Cancer Society’s extramural research grants program has devoted 
more than $4.3 billion to cancer research.
       The Council for Extramural Research also approved 98 grant applications for funding 
totaling more than $58 million that could not be funded due to budgetary constraints. These 
“pay-if” grants represent work that passed the Society’s multi-disciplinary review process but 
are beyond the Society’s current funding resources. These “pay-if” grants can be and often are 
subsidized by donors who wish to support research that would not otherwise be funded. In 2014, 
more than $5.6 million in additional funding helped fi nance 27 “pay-if” grants.
       For more information about the American Cancer Society Research Program, please visit 
www.cancer.org/research.

Editor’s Note:
On the cover of Time’s October 12 issue is the title ‘What if I decide to just do nothing?’ Breast 
cancer’s new frontier By Siobhan O’Connor. The article explores how most diagnoses have 
been treated the same and perhaps going forward some types may be able to just be monitored 
forgoing invasive treatments. Knowledge is power so never be afraid to challenge the norm, 
seek second opinions and fi nd out the best treatment for the type of cancer in question. It’s a 
good, thought provoking article and worth seeking out if you or someone you know is faced 
with breast cancer.
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If  You Can Dream It, 
I Can Build It.
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Patrick Podpadec
Luthier

440.474-2141
pat@liamguitars.com
www.liamguitars.com

FALL SPECIAL
$1000 OFF

ANY REPAIR
With mention of

this ad.

Custom Designs
Guitars
Basses
Acoustic
Electric
Mandolins
Double Necks
Harp Guitars
Major Repairs
Restorations
       Refinishing
         Refretting
         Intonation Adjustments
         Acoustic Pickup Installs

“The Dreamcaster”
Custom built

for Brian Henke

By Luthier Patrick Podpadec

My 30 years of experience can help
you reach your musical goals!

Call or Text Rick
440-413-0247

Guitar
Lessons

Let me teach you
how to make music!

Schedule your
lesson today!

Beginner
to

Advanced

Electric
and

Acoustic

From Rick Piunno

     Well the furnace just kicked on so I guess it’s time to start thinking about 
buttoning down the hatches for what’s about to come. This is the month that 
my wife and I go around and pick up all of the “yard art” and other stuff. Put 
away all the garden chairs, wrap up all the hoses, take down the canopy for the 
gazebo, etc, etc. This process usually takes the whole month of October because 
you have to work in between the weather changes. I don’t like to put away 
anything when it’s wet so I try to wait for a couple of dry days in a row before 
I start. 
       Back to the reason for this article, Guitars and repairing them. It always 
amazes me how cluttered my shop can get in just a few days. I try to keep it 
somewhat organized, but in just one week it can look like a tornado hit it. Chips 
from the drill press here, dust from the belt sander there, more sawdust from 
the band saw over there. It just keeps coming no matter how much I clean it up. 
I have a vacuum collection system in the shop, but I don’t have all of my tools 
hooked up to it. Almost everything is but the drill press is on the other side of 
the room and it would not be feasible to run a hose to it. I might have to move 
the drill press back over by the wall where the vacuum is. The dust is not as big 
of a deal because you can always clean it up. The real problem is the lack of 
space. I don’t know why, but the shop seems to be shrinking in size. I have too many projects going and no where to put anything while I stop to 
work on something else for a while. A couple of months ago I cleaned out an offi ce area and added a big bench. At the time thought I had plenty 
of new work space and place to store things. Well I don’t know where I got that thought because there’s no room for anything now. I guess I’ll just 
have to go back to the drawing board and fi gure out a way to manage the space that I have in a little better way so things don’t start piling up so 
fast. Any suggestions?
 Get a bigger shop! Who said that? That’s funny you said that because I was just thinking the same thing (now I’m speaking to somebody who isn’t 
even here, getting a little scary). I guess that’s what happens when all you do all day every day is work in a shop. Sure I have a few people come 
by and help out a couple of days a week now, but all I do is work/play in the shop. I’m not complaining, it is exactly what I have always dreamed 
of doing. I just think I might need to get out every now and then to see what the rest of the world might be doing.
      Last week I fi xed the rattle in the National Dobro (actually my new apprentice Andy tackled the job, (quite nicely I might add). It turns out 
that the rattle was from a support block that had worked its way loose from time or something, but Andy was able to add a new well fi tted shim 
and a touch of glue or two and was able to place it back in its original position so all is well now. I also replaced the bone nut that needed to have 
the string slots repositioned. I’m still trying to fi gure out the correct approach to adding a pickup system to the old acoustic Gretcsh guitar. It has 
a peculiar looking bridge that’s very thick and the action is really high. I never want to lower the action by removing material from the top of the 
bridge, but in this particular situation I need to have a larger fl at surface to be able to install a piezo pickup which happens to be slightly wider than 
the very thin and small bridge that is currently on there. So I had Andy remove about 1/8- 3/16ths from the top of the bridge so that I have a wider, 
fl atter surface to rout out the slot for the pickup and new bone saddle. After a lot of thinking and planning I feel this will be my best approach 
because resetting the neck is not really an option. The neck has had problems that where addressed by another repairman years ago and I, nor the 
customer, wants to deal with that mess. The guitar will be played mainly as a slide guitar so the action will not be an issue. The customer wants 
only to have a pickup system installed so that he can plug it in to play it. Now that a suffi cient amount of material has been removed, I can go 
ahead with the routing of the saddle slot. I have a fl at 1/4” piece of Plexiglas that I made a jig to lay over the top of any guitar so that my Dremel 
or any other small router can slide over any bridge to cut saddle slots out. It works very well and can be adjusted to any width or depth that is 
needed.
      I also started replacing some parts on a very nice Gibson SG. The customer bought some new black hardware that he wants to dress up the 
look of the guitar. It does look very classy. One minor problem was when I replaced the new black locking tuning machines from the original 
“Kluson keystone” style and there was a screw hole at the top of every new machine head that was now exposed and had to be fi lled and touched 
up with a cherry red lacquer to match the original fi nish. Some customers don’t mind if a screw hole shows (I at least always fi ll them), but this 
customer would like to have it look as nice as possible, I would too! So after I fi ll the holes with wood plugs I seal it a couple of times with lacquer 
so that the new cherry red lacquer won’t suck too far into the end grain of the  plug and turn it into looking like a very dark spot on the back of the 
head stock.  It’s a little tricky but worth the effort. 
      I’m also producing as many little guitar pipes as humanly possible and would like to remind everyone that if you would like to purchase one 
for a friend for Christmas, now might be a good time to think about it. I am going to run a $35.00 special through the month of October. After that 
I will be going to the Big “show” in November and I believe that it will be very hard to place an order after that. So get them while you can! And 
of course please “Stay in Tune” while you’re doing whatever it is that you do.

Keep Smiling !
Patrick    from Liam Guitars/ Smoking Hot Guitars
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Westside Steve

www.westsidesteve.com

To purchase Westside Steve Simmons
newest CD A Pirates Life visit

www.cdbaby.com/artist/westsidestevesimmons

Saturday, Oct. 17
Firehouse Grille
Malvern, Ohio

 
Saturday, Oct 24

Party up North
Details to follow

By Westside Steve Simmons

The Martian
20th Century Fox  PG13  141 Min. 
        Well folks, you have to admit the produc-
ers took on a tough assignment in the new 
fi lm from Ridley Scott and Matt Damon, THE 
MARTIAN.
      First of all it’s the screen adaptation of a 
best-selling novel of the same name by Andy 
Weir.
     Second, in a similar fashion to Stephen 
King’s CUJO, the bulk of the action takes 
place in one spot. That in itself is a task, to 
keep a (nearly) one scene story interesting 
from beginning to end. Unfortunately, for the 
book, Andy Weir is no Stephen King.  I tried 
to read the novel and bailed out maybe a third 
of the way in. Maybe during the long months 
of winter I will take a second stab at it but...
The fi lm, starring Matt Damon, is a prime 
example in which there’s not nearly enough 
story to hold your attention through a 15 hour 
book but just about enough to keep a two hour 
movie rolling.
     The setup is relatively simple: a group of 
astronauts has landed on Mars and setup a 
space station. Weather conditions have put 
their exit in great jeopardy and believing that 
one of their crew members, biologist Mark 
Watney  (Damon), has been killed they leave 
the planet without him. As it turns out he’s 
only injured and the rest of the fi lm is, as 
expected, a journal of his survival skills jux-
taposed with the seemingly impossible rescue 
options.
     He’s an intrepid and ingenious fellow and 
each of the dire circumstances that present 
themselves are dispatched one at a time.
For instance as seen in the trailers, how do you 
grow food on a planet where nothing grows? 
Where do you get water from a place there is 
not? How do you avoid freezing to death on 
a planet that falls below the coldest tempera-
tures imaginable.
     All these problems are bad enough but 
greatly multiplied by the simple fact that no 
matter what a rescue operation does or how he 
will he adapt to his environment he could be 
stuck there not for weeks or months but quite 
possibly years.
     Any one of these situations, including the 
politicians back at NASA, could mean death 
for our hero.
     There isn’t a lot of real human vs human 

confl ict, beyond a couple minor skirmishes 
between the uptight NASA director (Jeff 
Daniels) and the scientists back on the ground, 
whatever strength we see is primarily man 
versus the elements.
     There are easily enough confl icts and solu-
tions to keep the audience entertained all the 
while remembering the ending could be heroic 
or tragic with equal dramatic effect. 
     Damon’s natural charm combined with 
the steady fl ow of suspense makes it all work 
quite well. My one gripe is that the pacing 
slows slightly but at very rare occasions, and 
is never a signifi cant problem.

B

      

The Intern  
Warner Bros  PG13  121 min
      When I am grading movies I try to keep 
the mana curve with similar genres styles and 
degree of seriousness. I wouldn’t put Hamlet 
on the same bell curve is Texas Chainsaw 
Massacre even though both were damn good 
fi lms. And I try to keep in mind that every-
thing doesn’t have to be great art that will live 
forever in the hallowed halls of Hollywood 
greatness.
        There’s really nothing outstanding about 
Robert De Niro’s new fi lm THE INTERN. 
It has a dash of senior citizens exploitation, 
a dash of chick fl ick, and a good amount of 
generic redemption romance fi lm. There isn’t 
any riveting drama nor any Oscar worthy 
performances yet...
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       For the life 
of me the harder I 
looked the less able 
I was to fi nd any-
thing to complain 
about.
        You’ve seen 
the trailers and you 
know the basic 
setup. Jules (Ann 
Hathaway) a young 
bright ambitious 
girl is over her 
head trying to run 
a growing internet 
business all by her-
self. We know she 
will be paired up 
with Ben (DiNiro) 
a senior citizen 
who has been a successful businessman his entire life.
       He’s retired now and bored stiff by inactivity and lack of purpose so he takes a shot at 
becoming a senior intern, mostly just a publicity stunt thought up by one of Jules’ employees, 
and fi nds himself assigned as her own personal assistant. She isn’t particularly choked up by the 
idea but as time goes by Bens business acumen and attention to detail makes her life easier in a 
lot of areas she just doesn’t have the time to oversee. You can probably guess that as time goes 
by the two of them bond and become close friends. Not only that but he serves as a mentor to 
some of the young hipsters working in the offi ce.
       There comes a point in the fi lm 

where investors are concerned 
about putting their capital into such 
a young business with no actual 
seasoned CEO. I had guessed, incor-
rectly I might add, that we might see 
a Remington Steele type of hook 
where Ben poses as the CEO.  Nope. 
Saddled with stress over taking care 
of her daughter, her marriage, and 
her business she begins to doubt if 
she’s really up to running a major 
business herself.

       One of the nice things about this 
fi lm is the fact that every character is likable, even when they are doing unlikable things. 
DiNiro plays a part we rarely see him play. He’s usually a tough guy, possibly a gangster, 
maybe a cop or even a crotchety old father in law. Here he’s just a kind, understanding and 
intelligent older man. Anne Hathaway too strikes a perfect balance between the overworked 
executive and the damsel in distress. 
       There’s nothing unpleasant about the fi lm that doesn’t get repaired by the closing credits. 
One fi nal observation, am I the only one that thinks that Rene Russo, Ben’s love interest, is ac-
tually a man in drag? I thought they could have possibly found someone a little more feminine 
looking; maybe Caitlin Jenner?
       Anyway this isn’t anything we’ll be watching when Oscar time comes around but I think it 
does what it sets out to do just perfectly.

A-
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~Continued from Page 15

fi nd that aesthetic.  But yes, it can come from a lot of places.  It’s never straight-ahead guitar 
solo music.  It’s infl uenced by a lot of stuff:  Twentieth-century, avant-garde, classical music, 
Polynesian music, indie music. 
VOICE:  A couple new songs even feature this Paloma, an Indian instrument.
ANDY:  It’s another weird instrument.  I have my pedals and amps, and my guitars and all 
that.  But I also have an odd collection of various acoustic instruments that I’ve picked up over 
the years, the Paloma being one of them.  It’s this long, sort of green-and white thing, a bizarre 
thing from India.  It’s got strings on it, and you can get the notes—like on a piano keyboard—
with the difference being that you’ve got these droning strings.  It makes for a really unusual 
sound.  Again, you can treat it for more of a droning sound.  And it’s not the kind of thing you 
use all over everything.  But judiciously used, it’s a refreshing kind of sound.
VOICE:  I was intrigued by the song titles.   The music is instrumental, but some of the 
passages often evoke their titles.  Then I had to do my homework and look up what some of 
these concepts and ideas were.  Where do the title ideas come from?  
ANDY:  That’s a good question to ask, because you have to have imagination.  When you’re 
making music for someone to go out and buy, in the old days it was like, you’d walk into a 
record store and be like, “Fuck!  I’m going to get that because the cover’s so great!”  It’s part of 
the package, no question about it.  I mean, that aesthetic has not gone away.  We’re still playing 
CDs, even if they don’t sell in such quantities.  But there’s that bit of artistic input into titling 
songs, and you’re saying to the person who’s going to buy it and listen, “This is the attitude 
on the record, this is the sensibility here, so I’m giving you these titles.”  As an artist, I move 
along in my life, into whatever things I’m doing, and I hear things where it’s like, “Oh, that’d 
be a great title!  I’ll use that!”  So I keep a running list of titles on my computer.  I’ve got these 
words and phrases that just sustained my interest.  So I’m a step ahead, really, with the titling 
[laughs]!  And that’s certainly no more so than with this one, and what matched with what.  
Like with “Vortex Street,” it’s very bluesy, and then it goes to this darker place in the middle.  
So that title seemed appropriate there.  And “Ishango Bone” is like, out of some kind of science 
thing—a paleontological search for this bone that was found in Africa that’s more than two 
million years old.  They discovered this history about it, and how long humans had been on the 
earth.  But anyway, it fi t that one.  So that’s how I go about all that.  I think it’s an important 
part of the process.
VOICE:  I relied on some of my high school Latin to decipher a couple titles.  Others—like 
“Oceans of Enceladus” and “Mare Imbrium” are inspired by outer space, with Enceladus being 
a moon of Saturn and Mare Imbrium being a crater on the moon.
ANDY:  That’s exactly right, yeah.  It’s fun to do that.  And why not?  I suppose you could 
do it the other way ‘round.  Start with the titles, and then build the music that goes with them 
[laughs].  
VOICE:  And the album cover for Metal Dog—is that one of your shots, of the fi gure in the 
swimming pool?
ANDY:  Yeah, all my photographs, yes.
VOICE:  Turning to the fi lm, Can’t Stand Losing You, I was taken aback by just how much 
photography fi gured into your life the whole time you were in The Police.  And a lot of those 
images from your tours are used on the DVD to tell your story.
ANDY:  It’s a love, and it’s a complex progress that’s taken years to get this fi lm out, to the 
point where you almost lose interest putting it together.  This year was more fun, because it got 
released by a very nice company.  This French gentleman owns it.  I’ve had a lot of fun with it.  
It took me to a lot of places where I got to meet a lot of nice people.  But of course it’s based on 
the book, the autobiography that came out in 2006 called One Train Later.  And it was picked 
up almost immediately as a fi lm.  I was amazed I actually got to the book and got that out, and 
then the next thing you know we’re making a movie out of it.  Who wouldn’t want to do that?  
I never thought I’d get to that.  So it’s all been very nice in a way.  I don’t know if you read the 
book…I recommend it to you!  
VOICE:  Yep, I read it back then.
ANDY:  Right, because there’s a lot more in the book.  But in the book I used a literary device 
where, my story as a musician in life—I set it all in one day, like twenty-four hours.  So there’s 
one day where we play Shea Stadium in 1983, and we’re the number one band in the world—

even though we’re breaking up at the time—and then 
I unfold the whole story.  And as we go through that 
day and get into the choppers to get to Shea and work 
through the day, I go back into my own history.  So that 
was the device.  And in the movie, it’s replaced by a 
lot of footage from The Police on tour, and a lot of my 
own photography.
VOICE:  You’ve had books and public exhibits, but the 
movie was my fi rst chance to see some of your work.  
I was struck by how your images can take something 
that looks rather mundane and ordinary, and make it 
seem alien and otherworldly and extraordinary.  Like 
when you’re walking around taking pictures of these 
trinkets and tchotchkes in the street vendor shops.
ANDY:  I love it that you say that.  The thing about 
photography is, some people surround themselves with 

extremely strong subject matter.  And unless you’re a moron, you’re going to get a really strong 
photograph.  But I admire photographers who can take much more ordinarily subject matter and 
make it transcend that ordinariness, so that it becomes something else fresh and new.  It opens 
this doorway.  I really admire people who can do that with photography. 
VOICE:  There’s a very funny part in the movie where you’re on one of your nightly photo-
taking jaunts, and you happen upon a karaoke bar where the patrons are singing “Every Breath 
You Take.”  Where exactly was that?  And how cool must it have been for them to have a 
member of The Police come walking in to join them?   
ANDY:  It was in Tokyo, in an area called Shinjuku, and within that area is an area called 
the Golden Gai.  You see me walking around the area with all these tiny little Japanese bars 
and joints.  It’s an amazing little area, just a couple streets and alleys.  So the fi lm crew was 
with me—they were fi lming me all over the place—and we were out very late at night.  They 
fi lmed me all over the place.  It was February, cold and snowing.  And I’m walking around 
shooting things, and we fi gured, “Well, that’s all we’re going to get for tonight.”  And then we 
hear “Every Breath You Take” coming from somewhere.   It was completely spontaneous and 
amazing.  You couldn’t have planned it better [laughs].  So I walk over to that bar, and there they 
are singing.  The fi lm crew couldn’t believe it!  
VOICE:  I also noticed in the movie how you always seem to have a guitar with you.  Like, we 
see you making tea in your kitchen—but you’re noodling on guitar all the while.  Is a camera or 
a guitar always in your reach?
ANDY:  Yeah, yeah!  Well, I always have a guitar with me.  Actually, I’ve got several, but 
yes—I play every day.  I’m a guitar player [laughs]!  And I enjoy it.  I’m never very far away 
from them.  I swear I only ever get a couple days when I’m away from a guitar, and I never like 
it!  There’s always one close by, and I play every day.  Or I’ll be working on something in the 
studio and play around a bit.  It’s an extension of me, really.
VOICE:  Another funny bit in the movie is when you talk about how Sting refused to play on 
“Behind My Camel.”  And yet that’s the track that earned a Grammy for Best Instrumental.  Was 
there a sense of vindication when that happened?
ANDY:  It’s funny, but we couldn’t agree on anything at that point!  It was sort of ironic.  There 
was a kind of smug satisfaction, an “I told you so”—not that I ever really pointed it out to 
anyone.  But yes!  
VOICE:  How did that reggae sound fi rst seep in into music of The Police, like with “Roxanne” 
and “Can’t Stand Losing You?”
ANDY:  Well, with reggae, it was around.  And obviously Bob Marley was the greatest reggae 
artist, and he was around at the time.  I think what happened during the very early stages, I fl ew 
to America for some reason—to visit my wife’s parents with her over Christmas or something.  
This must have been 1977 or ’78, and we heard these Bob Marley records.  And when we came 
back, Sting had also picked up on these reggae bass lines.  We weren’t a reggae band; I mean, 
I like listening to reggae, but I’m not especially drawn to playing it.  But it became a very cool 
thing for us, because they’re easier lines to play in a way, and you can vocalize over the top.  So 
it kind of worked very well, musically.  We didn’t really identify with reggae at all.  It was more 
of a musical convenience for us.  
VOICE:  The last full Police album was over thirty years ago, but there have been box sets, best-
ofs, and remasters over the last couple decades.  Do you guys have any say in those, or are they 
usually record company decisions?
ANDY:  We’ve had some say in the re-releases over the years, but it’s not always the case.  
Like, there was one put out—I think it was called Message in a Box—and the thing was so 
bloody irritating, because we hadn’t been involved in that, and what they did was put them in 
chronological running order.  Now, when we made the albums we had the songs in a particular 
sequence, because we felt that’s the way they played off the best.  But the record company 
just put them all in a straight line, almost alphabetically, time-wise, rather than with any of the 
emotional sequencing we wanted.  It was like, “Who the hell did this [laughs]?”
VOICE:  Between the new music and the fi lm, is there any chance you’d come back to 
Cleveland any time soon?
ANDY:  All things are possible!  It’s not like I wake up in the morning and go, “I’ve got to do 
a gig in Ohio!”  It doesn’t work quite that way [laughs].  Actually, my wife is originally from 
Cincinnati, so Ohio is very much in my life.  The last time I remember playing Cleveland, I 
was really sort of surprised how nice it was.  And I say that in the most complimentary sense, 
because of course we’d played there with The Police in the ‘80s, and a lot of those towns like 
Cleveland were declining.  But then we came back—twenty-some years later—and everything’s 
cleaned up and nice.  I was quite impressed with it!  
VOICE:  What’s next on your work schedule?  
ANDY:  The fi lm thing is still going on; I’m still waiting to hear about a U.K. release.  I’m sure 
there’ll be a lot of noise with all that, and I’ll have to go tour there and in a few more countries.  
I just got back from playing three weeks in Brazil, so I’m still recovering!  Certainly we’ll go in 
to make another record.  I’m hoping that this month—while I’m in L.A.—I can move into the 
follow-up to Metal Dog.  And I’ve also got more fi lm projects coming up, but in the capacity of 
a director.  Obviously, I’d do the music, too!  
Sample and purchase Metal Dog at Amazon.  Watch the Can’t Stand Losing You movie trailer on 
YouTube.
http://andysummers.com   
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Whooz Playin’

    To Book: 440-796-3057
WWW.WHOOZPLAYIN.COM

Please note that the First Class Band
and Whooz Playin’ band has been
condensed to just Whooz Playin’

Fri. Oct. 16

8:00-11:00PM

Rider's Inn

Painesville

 

Sat. Oct. 24

3:30-7:30PM

Debonne Vineyards

Madison

Daily Specials

Full Kitchen Menu

2 HAPPY HOURS!
7:30-10:30am

& 4-6:30pm

Home of the Hoover

306
LOUNGE

7377 Lakeshore Blvd.
Mentor

440.257.3557
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WHEN YOU DO!

(Answers on Page 28)

~ Rick Ray

       In my last article titled ‘Why You Do’, 
many questions came up as to not just why 
you do but when you do and who you do!  
Then again, when you do who you do, do you 
do who you do or do they do you when they 
do who they do?  Very perplexing indeed!  I’m 
thinking about all this as I was driving to the 
drug store to get drugs, then the lady behind 
the counter that took 20 minutes to get to me 
says, “How do you do?”, and my immediate 
response was, “How do I do what?”
       “Uh… How can I help you?” was her 
perplexed response, and mine was, “I don’t 
know until you tell me what it is that you want 
to know how I do, and then I’ll know if I need 
any help!”  She gave a slight chuckle while 
looking down shaking her head as she leaned 
on the counter with both hands.  At this point 
I fi gured that she was either going to play 
along, or stab me in the eye with that pencil 
that she was tapping on the counter and tell 
me to leave!
       “I was just asking how you were feeling 
today, but obviously you’re feeling pretty 
strange!” she said!  “Hahaha, well thank you 
for noticing!”; I had to stop there because the 
n-n-n-normal people that were waiting in line 
behind me were getting restless, and we all 
know that restless n-n-n-normal people can go 
hostile at any moment!  And the lady behind 
me was quite large and beastly looking; I 
could feel her breath on the back of my neck 
when she would give an angry sigh every few 
seconds, which smelled a lot like garlicky 

rotten onion fi sh poo soup!  And I did NOT 
want her to start losing her mind and yell at 
me with THAT breath!  
        Whew-wee, I certainly hope it didn’t 
smell like poop when she ate it!  She certainly 
was not a n-n-n-normal person, more like 
a s-s-s-strange n-n-n-normal person, she 
defi nitely had the herd mentality though!   For 
her I would ask; “Why do you eat poo before 
you do who you do, or does who you do not 
want to do you because you eat poo before 
you do who you do, and they do not do you 
when they do who they do because you eat 
poo?”  “If so why do you do the poo if who 
you do is not doing you when they do who 
they do because you eat poo?”  But I will NOT
ask her that because she would have to say 
something and melt my face with her garlicky 
rotten onion fi sh poo soup breath!
       I’m going to go home and pour lighter 
fl uid on the back of my neck and set it on 
fi re to get rid of that nasty feeling of garlicky 
rotten onion fi sh poo soup breath particles 
eating my neck skin!
       How do you do what you do when you 
do who you do is none of my business, but 
I’m pretty sure that why we do who we do is 
because of how they do what they do when 
they do who they do too!

~Snarp
www.snarpfarkle.com
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